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Local dealers seek statewide support

Computer problems
plague title beginning

MONEY FOR VAN — A local match to a grant for funds for a new 13-passenger van for the Calloway County Senior Citizens has been received. The van will be used to transport meals from Mayfield to Douglas,Ellis
and Hazel residents. It also will carry persons to and from the Kevil Rehabilitation Center in Mayfield and to
rehabilitiation facilities at Murray State. It also will carry meals within the city. Presenting checks to Tripp
Thurman (second from left), director of the senior citizens organization, are (from left) Rev. David Robinson, vicar of St. John's Episcopal Church; Vernon Gantt, president of the Murray Rotary Club; and David
Foley,treasurer of the Murray Lions Club.

MSU faculty senate looking
to correct decline in salaries
'

'By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Seriously concerned at the drop
in Murray State's salary levels,
the Faculty Senate has made rectifying that decline a top goal in its
recommendations to the administration.
In a letter sent earlier this summer to President Kala Stroup, the
senate's Executive Committee
speaks of "the desperate situation
of faculty regardin)salaries" and
urges increased budget allocations to instruction. Increases are
particularly needed at the
associate professor and full professor ranks, according to the
statement.
Senators formally approved the
letter Tuesday, but in the same
meeting heard from faculty
Regent Melvin Henley that MSU
will be at a disadvantage in the
battle among Kentucky universities for extra state funding.
Thus, funds for salary increases
will have to be fought for as a
special budget need beyond the
standard funding formula, Henley
said.
MSU's salary status among
state universities has long been a
concern among many faculty. A
report by the Council on Higher
Education last spring showed
MSU had slipped from fifth to
sixth in its compensation of fulltime faculty. MSU is eighth in the
state in its percentage of compensation increase since 1976,
senators said. The percentage of
the MSU budget devoted to instruction has also declined and is
below the state average.

The senate's letter to Stroup
names five goals in order of priority: increase the percentage of the
budget for instruction; set a threeyear goal to return MSU to third in
full-time compensation; adopt a
policy to adjust the salaries of
associate and full professors to
better reflect reward for rank;
commit more funds for merit pay;
and improve the overall operation
and financing of the university.
Stroup has requested more
refined figures comparing MSU
salary levels by rank with those of
other institutions, senate President Marvin Mills said. The
senate's Finance Committee is
preparing those figures. She will
meet with that committee, as well
as an ad hoc committee on planning for financial stress, and with
the full senate on Oct. 3.
In his report on state funding,
Henley explained that MSU is
receiving a higher percentage of
its full formula funding than are
the community colleges, the
University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, and Northern Kentucky University. After
all universities are given their full
formula funding plus a flat increase, one-third of any remaining funds will probably go to those
universities whose percentage of
full funding is lagging, Henley
said.
"Any increases over formula
funding will probably go primarily to other institutions," Henley
told the senate. MSU is receiving
88 percent of its full funding, compared to the community colleges'
64 percent, UK's 81 percent, and

Possible interest peak
leaves optimism with
home builders, buyers
By The Associated Press
on whether the industry can keep
The average home mortgage
from slipping further without
rate rose in August for the second
drop in the rates.
straight month, but private
At Citibank in New York,
analysts are divided on whether
economists said Tuesday the
that means the housing industry's
higher mortgage rates "should
recovery has peaked.
not put the housing recovery in
jeopardy," and predicted that
The Federal Home Loan Bank
home buying would stay
Board reported Tuesday that the
average rate on new, fixed-rate "reasonably strong" as long as
the rates are below 14 percent.
mortgages was 13.63 percent in
But at the Federal Reserve
August, up from 13.25 percent in
Bank of Chicago, economists said
July.
in a new report that the upward
While the report may be
trend of mortgage rates "has
discouraging for home builders
taken
many potential buyers out
and buyers, a new burst of opof the market. Unless rates return
timism that interest rates have
to lower levels, a peak in the houspeaked was evident in a surge on
ing recovery may be at hand."
the stock market Tuesday. U.S.
Domestic carmakers reported
automakers meanwhile reported
their sales in late August rose 15.9
sharply increased sales for late
percent from the same weeks of
August.
1982, continuing a sales revival
The Dow Jones average of 30 indespite the overall rise in interest
dustrial stocks, the most widely
rates.
watched market indicator, soared
And, starting today, the max23.27 points Tuesday, to 1,238.'72.
imum interest rate that banks and
More than three Stocks rose in
savings institutions may pay on
price for every one thatfalkimi the_ -six-month' sayings eartificates--New York Sted-Exchange.
falls to 9.69 percent from the
Economists have agreed that
previous week's 9.78 percent. The
rising interest rates are responsirate on three-month certificates
ble for a slowdown in home confalls to 9.21 percent from 9.28 perstruction and sales, but they differ
cent.

Louisville's 80 percent, he said.
MSU wW, however, be able to
ask for extra funding for special
needs not adequately addressed
by the forumla, Henley added.
One of those special needs,it could
be argued, is for rectifying the
salary sag, he said.
Henley had a message of hope
regarding the attitude of President Stroup and the regents
toward the senate and academics.
"My impression is that this
president and these board
members really expect the faculty
to speak through this
senate....You're becoming an increasingly important body,
because your voice is going to be
heard,I think,through this institution.
"The president (Stroup) is very
academic oriented," Henley continued. "I think you'll see a shift of
dollars away from other programs into academics." He added, however, "In terms of outside
money,she's going to be extremely limited."
The senate also voted Thursday
to draft a letter to regents' Chairman Richard Fryrnire, protesting
a letter he sent admonishing faculty for communicating to the board
with university stationery and on
university time.
Faculty received with their recent paychecks a letter from
Frymire to former President Constantine Curris, dated June 8,
which requests that vice
presidents monitor faculty's use
of university materials, personnel
and time for sending letters to the
(Continued on Page 2)

partly sunny
Today partly sunny, a 20 percent chance of thunderstorms
cjiiring the morning. Highs in
e upper 80s with light west
winds. Tonight mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 60s to near 70.
Light winds Thursday sunny
and very warm. High near 90.
Light winds.
LAKE LEVELS
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Lake Barkley
356.6
Kentucky Lake
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From Staff, AP Reports
unty clerks and their workers
com lained Tuesday that the state
computer system wasn't accepting information on car ownership
transfers and registrations.
It was the inauspicious start of
the state's new automobile title
law.
Calloway County Clerk Marvin
Harris, president of the Kentucky
County Clerks Association, had
stated earlier that clerks
statewide were notifying him of
difficulties in implementing the
new law.
"We've had nothing but problems," said Jefferson County
Clerk Bremer Ehrler."We can only renew licenses, and we're having problems in the lien department. It's terrible."
"It's been a rotten day," said
Judy Roche, supervisor of auto
license renewal in LexingtonFayette Urban County Government. "I've been on the phone all
day with Frankfort. It's the computer. There are a lot of bugs in
it."
But, as the day wore on, Ms.
Roche reported, "the problems
are beginning to work out."
Late last week, the West Kentucky Car Dealers Association
and Larry Ray,its president and
local used car dealer, had an injuction on the title law denied.
Ray was out of town today and
unavailable for comment about

any further action, although the
association is begining efforts to
gain statewide support.
Car dealers as well as local officials have said they are not
against the law but its "negative
aspects" — such as adverse effects to local economy.
As of Tuesday, all new applications for car and truck titles had to
be cleared through the state
Transportation Cabinet in
Frankfort to make sure the vehicle hadn't been listed as stolen and
to see if the documents had been
altered.
Tim Helson, state vehicle
regulation commissioner, said the
new procedure "is the beginning
of the end of Kentucky's reputation as a dumping ground for
stolen cars.
"We have personnel trained in
detecting forged or altered
dociuns to prevent fraud in the
transfer of ownership. The vehicle's serial number will be submitted to the National Crime Information Commission to see if it
has been stolen," he added.
The new procedure involves
completing the title application
obtained at the county clerk's office. If a car or truck is being titled in Kentucky for the first time, a
certified inspector from the
sheriff's office must inspect the
vehicle. There is a $3 charge for
the inspection. If it is a new vehicle purchased from a Kentucky

dealer, no inspection is required,
Helson said.
The owner will then give the
completed application to the clerk
who kes all the informationinto a
statewide Automated Vehicle Information System. If there was a
lien against the vehicle with the
former owner, it must be released
in the county in which it was
recorded prior to the current transaction.
The clerk's office will then forward the title application and lien
release papers to Frankfort.
There is a $6 charge payable to the
county clerk's office at this point.
If the vehicle is being used to
secure a loan by a new owner, the
title cannot be issued until the
financial institution files the lien
information with the county
clerk's °Mee, which will forward
the data to Frankfort. Helson said
the bank, loan company or credit
union must submit the lien information within 30 days.
Once the title and lien information is received in Frankfort,
Helson said the law requires that
all paperwork be completed withi
five days.
If the vehicle must be licensed,
there is a $3 tranfer fee and a prorated registration fee.
Daviess County Clerk Mike Libs
said the new procedure created
considerable inconvenience for
the public in his office. "The bugs
weren't out of it," he said.

Reagan criticized by Kremlin
in fight against world outrage
By The Associated Press
More than 100,000 mourners
jammed a Seoul stadium today to
denounce the Soviet Union for
downing a South Korean jumbo
jet14er, and the Kremlin tried to
defWd world outrage by launching a press campaign comparing President Reagan to a Nazi.
Australian pilots, meanwhile,
agreed to heed a call by an international organization of commercial pilots to ban flights to
Moscow, but there was little immediate response from pilots'
associations in other nations.
"God will not forgive this deed,"
South Korean Prime Minister Kim
Sang-hyup told mourners, many
screaming with grief, during the
mass rally in Seoul. "Retribution
and curse will fall upon them for
the crime they have committed."
A statement read to the crowd
said: "It is difficult to control our
tears and keep from gnashing our

teeth when we think of the last terrifying moments of the
passengers and crew...An inhuman attack by Soviet planes using sophisticated weaponry...An
attack during a time of peace and
not war."
In Moscow, one day after the
Soviets acknowledged shooting
down the airliner with 269 people
aboard, the government-run press
unleashed a savage attack on the
United States, comparing U.S. officials to Nazis and accusing
Reagan of stirring up anti-Soviet
hysteria.
One cartoon in Pravda, the
Communist Party newspaper,
showed Reagan swallowing a banner displaying a swastika, and a
weekly paper acccused U.S. officials of using the "recipe" of
Nazi propaganda chief Josef
Goebbels: "Tell lies, tell lies —
something will stick."
Korean Air Lines Flight 007 was

downed Thursday over the Sea of
Japan after crossing Soviet territory on a flight from New York
to the South Korean capital. The
269 people aboard, including 61
Americans,are presumed dead.
A Japanese Maritime Agency
official said the number of Soviet
vessels operating in the waters
near where the airliner went down
nearly doubled today, fueling
speculation the Soviets may have
found something in the area.
The official, Hiroshi Kishima,
said 13 Soviet boats and one IIyushin reconnaissance plane
observed searching waters northeast of Moneron Island.
After ignoring or denying
Western accusations that Soviet
interceptors destroyed the Boeing
747, the Soviet government Tuesday admitted its jet fighters shot
the jetliner down but said Soviet
pilots believed it was a U.S. spy
(Continued on Page 2)

Flight victims mourned as protesters
issue demands for economic sanctions
By DEBORAH ZABARENKO
Associated Press Writer
Longshoremen refused to
unload a heavily guarded Soviet
freighter, states banned Soviet
vodka sales, and 11-year-old
Samantha Smith called the
destruction of a Korean passenger
jet "really horrible," as
thousands mourned the flight's 269
victims.
The freighter, the target of
threats since Korean Air Lines

Flight 007 was gunned down over
Sakhalin Island on Thursday,
docked Tuesday at San Pedro,
Calif.
"Local 13's position is that we
will not work the Russian vessel at
berth 178," said a dispatcher with
the International Longshoreman's
and Warehouseman's Union who
declined to give her name.
About 250 protesters picketed as
the freighter Novokuibyshevsk,
anchored three miles offshore

Adult education program
to begin locally Sept. 12

have a high school diploma and
A free program of adult basic
who is not now enrolled in the
education is being offered in
public school system.
Calloway County during the 1983Cooperating with the Calloway
84 school year with evening
classes on Monday and Tuesday at County school system on the adult
education project are the Adult
'Calloway County High School.
Basic Education Unit in the
Marlene Beach is teaching the
MISS
Bureau on Instruction of the Ken9
classes
to
6
from
Room
112
in
YOUR PAPER!
Enrollment begins Sept. 12 tucky Department of Education
p.m.
Subscribers who have not and will continue through •May
and Murray State University.
received their home-delivered
Persons who desire to enroll or
1984.
copy of The hlerrey Ledger & Times
Offerings include mathematics, who need additional information
MOrAPY;FreililY or_ science; social studies, Englisk- • sheet lint Ames any emit- the
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
reading,and other special interest Calloway County Board of Educato coil 753-1116 between 5:30 topics.
tion office at 753-3033, Marlene
p.m? mid 6 p.m., hteridey through Fri.
Beach at 753-2350 or the Adult
The program is available to any
dry, or 3:30 p.m. sad 4 p m. Sowresident of Calloway County 16 Learning Center at'Murray State
4e".
years of age or older who does not at 762-6971.

since Friday because of
anonymous telephone threats,
entered Los Angeles Harbor with
a Coast Guard escort.
In Dunellen, N.J., thousands attended a memorial service for
Ray Petroski, a 36-year-old postal
clerk who was one of 61 American
citizens killed in the attack. Soviet
officials admitted Tuesday
destroying the plane, but said they
thought it was a spy plane.
One mourner, Rep. Matthew J.
Rinaldo, R-N.J., urged that U.S.
ports be closed to Soviet vessels
and that other nations join in an
embargo on Soviet landing rights
until the Soviets apologize and pay
reparations to the families of the
victims.
"Let the Soviets keep their
ballet dancers and cultural
delegations," Rinaldo said. "We
don't want them in the United
States."
About 500 people crowded a
church in Danbury, Conn., to
mourn another passenger, 33year-old business traveler Mark
McGetrick.
New Hampshire's liquor Control Department voted 3-0 Tuesday-to step-ctilling Ruse.= vodka
at state liquor stores. In Iowa,
Roland Gallagher: director of the
Beer and Liquor Control Department, he has decided to delay fur(Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)
ther orders of Russian the victims. Some protesters carStolichnaya vodka for the state's ried large pictures of Soviet Presi214 liquor stores.
dent Yuri Andropov, captioned
Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste last "Wanted: For Murder of 269
week ordered his state's Liquor Airline Passengers."
Control Department to stop selling
About 100 people in the group,
Russian vodka and brandy.
which was sponsored by the LatDuring an hour-long demonstra- vian Memorial Committee, wore
tion outside the South Korean con- black armbands and held lighted
sulate in Seattle, about 400 South candles.
Koreans bearing signs and flags
"The purpose is to come
raised clenched fists in anger together and mourn the deceased
agaist the Soviets and bowed their and also perhaps provide an opheads in prayer for those aboard portunity for all the families to get
the jet. Members of the Korean together and share their grief,"
Veterans Association then led said organizer Aristidis
about 513 people on a six-block Lambergs. He said 11 of the
march marked by shouts of flight's crew and passengers had
"Murder Russia."
ties to New England.
In Boston, 400 demonstrators
For young Samantha, the girl
rallied in front of historic Faneuil who toured the Soviet Union at AnHall to demand reparations for dropov's invitation after she wrote

International evangelist
to speak at Murray State
International evangelist Mike
Evans is an internationally known
speaker who has traveled in excess of 2,000,000 miles.
He will speak at 7 p.m. Thursday through Saturday in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State
University.
He monitors decisions being
made in the Middle East on a
weekly basis. He is considered an
expert on the Middle East, and
serves as an advisor to key
leaders and significant organizations throughout the nation.
Evans has hosted a national
radio program and has produced
several films. Articles have been
written about Evans in major
periodicals, in over 200
newpspaers in the U.S., and in major wire services such as AP, EP,
and UPI. Syndicated columnist
Jack Andersen has published articles on four different occasions
from material furnished him by
Evans.
Evans was invited to the White
House for a briefing on President
Reagan's proposed sale of AWACS
to Saudi Arabia, along with 60 national leaders representing
military, conservative, veteran
and two religious organizations.
President Reagan recently invited
Evans and 76 other key U.S.
leaders ,.to meet with him and

him a letter, the crisis brought
back old fears of war.
She called the attack "a really
horrible thing to do," and said that
instead of fighting, "we should
just be talking."
"If war starts, I would write
again to Andropov because he promised me he would never start a
war with our country," she said
Tuesday from her home in Manchester, Maine.
Alice Ephraimson-Abt's family
took their sorrow into the courts,
seeking $60 million in damages in
a federal court suit filed Tuesday
in U.S. District Court in Brooklyn.
Lawyers for the 23-year-old
woman's father, Hans
Ephraimson-Abt of Saddle River,
N.J., seek damages in her death
from the Soviet Union, the airline,
three airline employees, the
makers of the airplane and its
guidance equipment.
In a different court, the University of Maryland basketball team
canceled its Nov. 20 home game
with the Soviet national team
because of the air disaster, said
athletic director Dick Dill.

Calloway board
to discuss budget
Close estimate for the 1983-84
budget will be discussed by the
Calloway County School Board
during its 6:30 p.m. Thursday
meeting.
Other items on the agenda include National Guard Armory
site, middle school Chapter I program, dietetic technician program agreement, personnel and
the superintendent's report.

Mike Evans
other White House staff in a 3'-2
hour meeting at the White House.
He has had interviews in the offices of the White House, the State
Department with leading generals
in the U.S., key leaders in the
State of Israel, including eight
meetings with Prime Minister
Menachem Begin.
His newest book, "Israel,
America's Key to Survival" is
considered a best-Seller and in its

City school board
to consider budget
The Murray Independent School
Board will consider a working
budget for the 1983-84 school year
during its 7:30 p.m. Thursday
meeting.
The agenda is to include personnel, credit union report, financial
and activity account reports and
consideration of food bids and.
hair" • -

Choose Your Savings On
Our No. 1 Selling Radials

Ii

INSERVICE COMMITTEE — Representatives from the Murray City Schools met recently to plan Weervice activities for the 198344 school year. Serving on the committee are, from left, Even Kelly, Bill Wells,
Carolyn Colson, Pat McMullin and Doralyn Lanier. Other members of the committee are Donna Keller,
Peggy Brown and Pete Morgan.

•

Kremlin...
(Continued from Page 1)
plane.
The Kremlin placed total blame
for the disaster on the United
States but has offered no proof to
back its charge that the plane was
spying. The United States has admitted a U.S. spy plane was in the
region but says it had landed hundreds of miles away when the
jetliner was downed.
Tuesday's Soviet statement in
Moscow came moments after the
United States and Japan
presented to the U.N. Security
Council transcripts of a Soviet
fighter pilot announcing he was
rocketing the jetliner and then
proclaiming: "the target is
destroyed."
In Tokyo, Japan's Foreign
Minister Shintaro Abe said today
the "indisputable evidence" of a
Soviet attack had forced Moscow

to change tactics and admit it shot
the jet.
Abe's statement came shortly
before the Cabinet met in
emergency session to discuss
Japan's position toward the Soviet
Union. Meanwhile,Japanese searchers off northern Japan said
their hunt for bodies and
wreckage was frustrated because
the Kremlin bans them from
entering Soviet waters.
Today's mass rally in Seoul
came after South Korean President Chun Doo-hwan accused the
Soviet Union of committing the
"double crime" of threatening
peace and trying to cover up.
The plane carried people of 15
countries, including Americans,
and Korean Air Lines arranged
for 97 relatives of foreign
passengers to attend the
memorial. Many wept in the wail-

Faculty senate...
(Continued from Page 1)
board. He described this as "an
the letter now might just stir up
improper use of state resources,"
unhelpful controversy, others
though he said the board
said.
"recognizes the right of inThe senate voted to have a letter
dividuals to express themselves
drafted, however, and to review it
freely:"
at the next meeting.
Frymire Aided there had-been
In other action, the senate:
"a constant flow of letters" from • Referred to committee a senate
faculty and staff expressing opiproposal on faculty appointment
nions to the board.
policies. The proposal was
Some faculty took strong exceporiginally drafted by the senate in
tion to both the tone and content of
1981 and revised last spring, after
the letter. Communicating to the
meetings of a joint committee of
board of regents is a valid use of faculty, administrators and
state resources, some senators tenure committee members.
argued, and Frymire's action was Some senators had strong reserunauthorized by university policy.
vations about definitions of faculSenator Richard Usher called the
ty and provisions for continued
letter "insulting, demeaning and
employment of non-tenure track
heavy-handed." Further, it im- faculty.
plies all faculty used university • Elected Sally DuFord, Tom
stationery to write the board when
Begley and Wayne Bell to the Exthat wasn't the case, he said.
ecutive Committee, and Steve
Senator Sal Matarazzo said a
West and Sal Matarazzo as alterletter should be sent to "remind
nates to the Congress of Senate
the board of regents of their func- Faculty Leaders. Marvin Mills
tion" of making policy and letting and Melvin Henley are the
the president carry it out. Usher senate's representatives on that
said the letter should express the
body.
faculty's "indignation" and what • Approved appointing a committhey feel are their rights.
tee to study the need for a faculty
Other senators advised the mat- center on campus. Senator
ter should be dropped. No direct Charles Daughaday said many
action was taken by the ad- feel there is such a need and that
ministration at the time, they MSU is one of the few universities
argued, and it's possible an 'ex- he has seen that does not have a
cessive amount of mail was sent place specifically for faculty to
by certain faculty. Responding to gather together.
•

ing group of bereaved Korean
family members and friends.
Charlotte Oldham, 18, a student
at Wesleyan University in Connecticut, told a reporter that
"although they have not found
they body of my brother, John, I
now feel some peace in my mind."
The 13-year-old daughter of one
of the lost crewmembers prompted emotional outbursts in the
stadium with a farewell address
"to my dear father and his friends
who are now with him under the
chilly waters..."
Breaking into tears, she said:
"Father, you always wore a happy smile each time you came
home from a trip...On Sept. 1, I
waited for that smile, but instead I
received sad, sad news. It tore my
heart out."
The Security Council's
emergency session on the plane
crisis resumes today, but a resolution is not expected before Thursday or Friday.

Mayfield men
arrested for rape
Two Mayfield men have been
lodged in the Calloway County Jail
in connection with a rape early
Sunday morning in the city, Murray police said today.
David Alan Jackson, 23, and
Ben Dawson, 22, each were charged with first-degree rape, according to a police spokesman.
Both were lodged in the Calloway
County Jail and bond was set at
$50,000 each.
The incident occurred between 2
a.m. and 2:30 Sunday in a
residence in the city limits.
Police took an affidavit from the
woman, received warrants and
arrested Jackson and Dawson in
Mayfield.
In an unrelated incident,
Suzanne Minter, 19, Hilldale Apts.
705, Hardin, was charged with
theft by unlawful taking over $100,
stemming from stolen checks and
money from the Commerce Centre Sept.2.
Minter was lodged in Calloway
County Jail under $5,000 bond.
Other charges are pending.
Billy Barnett, 35, Rt.2, Hazel,
was charged Tuesday night with
indecent exposure at Big John's.
He was lodged in Calloway County
Jail with bond yet to be set.
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Louisville
livestock
market
reported
WIN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)(US)A) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calms
101; daughter deers and heifers
untested; other slaughter classes
steady; limited feeder stasn Andy;
heifers strong to 1.0 higher; cwinmsrcid cows3432.041.0; utility 14 mostly 34.041.75; cutter 1-2 33.047.0; manor and cutter wrier MO lbs. 11.01-33.0;
deughtir bells grads 1-3 01114111 L.
0.01411.01; good and choke 23040 lb.
mahrs 43.1041.10; choke 30401 lb.
calms 41.10-41.0.
Feeder steers few medium frame 1
371 Os 0.0; 111-711 lbs. 01.14411.10;
mall frame 1 and medium frame 2 MIN lbs. 0.047.0; 0540 lbs. 0.1110.0; largo from, 1 Nablains 70-711
a.311.1114E75; Imam frame 101115
lb. bull calms 43.0-0.0; bailers
mad=frame 1104M a.0.11141.71;
MINN Le 46.30-41.71; 11134/0 a.Oil
47.55; median frame 23040bs.OMKM;101436 Os.0.714.111.
Hop 1,40 iodides 1011 fesdsr pip;
barrows and gilts35 lower; 1-221545
a.01041.311; 2MOS IS.11411.11;
14 01-475 lbs. 41.04.111; 340.40 a.
411042.35; 3111410 lbs. 0.1041 211; Sows
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agree or not

Washington
march

Tell'em what they want to hear

When the late Dr. Martin Luther King
dramatically articulated his dream of freedom and
brotherhood before a quarter-of-a-million people in
Washington, D.C., 20 years ago, American blacks
were victims of institutionalized racism. They were
barred from numerous restaurants, hotels, and
other public facilites. In some states, they were
kept from votfitg.
Considerable progress has been made since then,
thanks to civil rights legislation and the fact that a
great majority of Americans have come to realize
that racial discrimination is immoral and has no
place in the United States.
Two decades after Dr. King's "I have a dream"
speech, more than 5,000 blacks have been elected to
public office and significant advances have been
made in other areas. In 1980, for example, nearly 80
percent of blacks were graduated from high school,
compared to 53 percent 10 years earlier. Approximately 3.7 million blacks owned their own homes,
an increase of 1.1 million since 1970.
Nevertheless, substantial problems remain. The
rate of black unemployment is double the jobless
rate for whites. Blacks account for half of all
domestic help and a third of all trash collectors, but
only three percent of lawyers and engineers.
Broadening opportunites for blacks caught in
poverty is a goal that is shared by all, not just the
estimated 250,000 persons who attended the "Jobs,
Peace, Freedom" march and rally in Washington to
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the historic
demonstration led by Dr. King.
But the agenda advocated by the leaders of the
rally clearly fails to offer much hope for blacks or
others who are unemployed or poor. The proposals
for government job programs,a nuclear freeze, and
American disengagement from Central America
echo a familiar left wing litany.
As revealed by speaker after speaker, the main
purpose of the rally had little to do with civil rights.
Instead, its goal was to foment support for a cathpaign to defeat President Reagan and his supporters in next year's elections. Under the guise of
promoting civil rights, the speakers mainly were
concerned with returning to the big spending
philosophy that prevailed in Washington until Mr.
Reagan entered the White House.
The rally's leaders and others who advocate more
spending for social programs ignore the convincing
evidence of the failures of government largesse.
Federal spending has not enabled significant
numbers of people to break out of the poverty cycle.
Moreover, simplistic proposals for more spending
fail to consider such factors as the connection of
poverty and welfare programs with the increasing
number of families headed by women who are
single parents.
In stimulating the creation of private sector jobs,
Mr. Reagan's economic program offers far more to
the poor and unemployed than anything heard at
the rally. The recent encouraging economic news
shows the President's program is begining to work.
Moreover, it was hypocritical for the rally's
leaders to proclaim support for civil rights when
they would abandon Central America to Marxists
who already have established a totalitarian regime
in Nicaragua. Mr. Reagan's commitment to assist
the democratically elected government of El
Salvador and to restore American military strength
are essential for the protection of freedom and civil
rights.
Twenty years ago, Dr. King stood on the steps of
the Lincoln Memorial and issued a majestic call for
freedom that stirred the nation and the world.
Those who claim his mantle called only for a return
to flawed domestic policies and dangerous retreat
to isolationism.
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FRANKFORT — Holding to the
political tradition of telling the voters
what they want to hear, both Martha
Layne Collins and Jim Bunning are
offering suggestions they will devise
a plan to keep utility rates
reasonable if elected.
Even a legislative subcommittee
has come up with a proposed bill to
keep utilities from cutting off
necessary services to the needy during the cold winter months. The bill
also would prevent a company from
charging construction costs of new
facilities as current operating expenses before the new facility begins
delivering services to consumers.
While Collins has not been as
specific in her proposals as Bunning,
she has said she and the Democratic
team running with her will have a
consumer oriented policy for the
Public Service Commission. She
wants unlimited telephone service

for a flat monthly fee. It is assumed
here that she is not including longdistance calls, but stay with the present system of local service.
Bunning would ban cut offs of
utilities to the needy during cold
months and restructure the Public
Service Commission. He wants to
add two more members to the present three to handle what he believes
is a heavy case load. In addition, he
would limit rate increases to one per
year and establish a 11-member planning commission.
It would be the duty of the 11member commission to project
future use and demand. Apparently
this is in reference to new construction and projected charges.
It may sound simple that a plan
can be devised to ride herd on utility
rates and keep them reasonable in
the eyes of the consumers, but there
is a problem.

Drafting legislation that will stand
up in court is the problem.
Almost ever since it was recognized it would be necessary to grant
utilities a monopoly franchise for serving certain areas to attain efficient,
reliable service at the most
economical tate, it was also conceded
the company would be allowed a
reasonable earning.
This generally has been accepted
as earning a rate on the investment
at least equal to or slightly above the
legal interest rate, or the prevailing
rate at which business could borrow
money. Most utilities are publicly
owned and must pay their
stockholders and bondholders a
reasonable return on their investments to attract money for expansion, construction and normal
operating capital.
When the Public Service Commission has refused to grant rate in-

looking back

kentucky closeup

by george w. hackett

Used book-store owner still in business
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Some of
Phil Zimmerman's customers have
been known to crawl around on the
floor, peer into corners and under
shelves.
"They think I've hidden the good
stuff and are looking for it. They're
wrong, of course. Everything I have
is on display," he said and then grinned.
By display, he means that more
than 20,000 hardcovers and paperbacks are scattered around the huge
room. There are stacks upon stacks
of mysteries,science fiction thrillers,
romances and classics but nothing is
catalogued.
"This is a place where you can
browse in every sense of the word. I
enjoy meeting and talking with people," said Zimmerman, owner of the
oldest used-book store in Louisville.
It was opened by his father,
Abraham,in 1905. "I had just arrived
on earth, so there was a double
celebration."
ZInunerman's childhood was spent
in the store, learning the tricks of the

trade. He obtained a degree from the
University of Louisville and did
graduate work at the University of
Kentucky.
"But I got my most expensive
education in this business. It's easy
to make a mistake when you come
across a rare book."
He recalled the time that a woman
paid $35 for a volume of poems
published in Oregon in 1838 before it
gained statehood. She took the book
down the street and sold it to another
dealer for $75. He let it go a week
later for $500.
"Much later, I saw the item listed
in a rare-bOoks catalog. It was valued
at $3,000."
When he's in doubt about what to
charge, Zimmerman can consult the
guide published specifically for
booksellers.
"Like all other commodities, books
go up and down in price. I've learned
than a well-informed collector often
will buy books instead of stocks. They
feel it's safer."
Sales have been slow recently and

Zimmerman attributes this to the
recession. "I'm still making a living
and this is the best way to make a living I can think of."
He will, when pressed, agree to
search for an out-of-print novel after
first warning the customer: "If the
novel's been off the shelves for a
long, long time, then I'm going to
have to chase it down. And that costs
money."
Away from the store, Zimmerman
relaxes by shooting a game of pool or
reading. "In a busy, tight world,
there is pressure on you all the time.
I escape with poetry, particularly
that of John Keats. I can quote him
from memory."
With his bookish background, Zimmerman naturally had a yen to write
but "soon discovered I didn't have
sufficient genius."
At 78, he has reached what he calls
the "philosophical age."
He also has made plans for the
future: "I'll be here selling books as
long as books are published."

Medical Association.
A majority of bypsis-s patients
surveyed at four hospitals in Boston
and New York indicated that they
were able to resume normal employment and social activites within six
months after surgery.

breath before surgery reported complete relief, and many of the patients
reported fewer problems with night
walking, getting to sleep, and waking
feeling tired.
During the six-month postoperative follow-up period, the proportion of patients who had been
unable to carry our usual activities
for 24 or more days dropped from 37
percent to 3 percent. Of 197 patients
who had worked before surgery, 75
percent were still employed six months after surgery, and 86 percent of
these worked 35 or more hours per
week. Of the 89 patients who had not
worked in the year before surgery,20
percent re-entered the work force
during the post-operative period.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband has
been advised that he needs heart bypass surgery. He is afraid that if he
has it he won't be able to do much
during the years be has left. Do you
have any information about how people feel and the types of activities
they can resume after this surgery?
If so,tell us what you know. R.Y.
ANSWER: Patients whose
riiirrifteraysoptams are relieved by
coronary :artery bypass graft
surgery alio report a significant improvetnent in their quality of life, according to an article is an August
Igliat at:ar aisbuttli itsastieti
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creases, utilities have gone to the
courts to establish a sound foundation for their requests to meet the accepted guidelines mentioned above.
The utilities come to court with expert witnesses with facts and figures
to prove their cases and when they
are proved, the court has always
granted some increase, not always
what is asked, but what the court considers necessary.
The politicians and office seekers
can make all of the flowery promises
they want to make, but the voters
must be aware of the fact that
utilities will be allowed to make a fair
profit. Somebody has to pay the bill.
The utility cannot grant free service
on a wholesale basis.
Ever since the depression the
politicians have been trying to repeal
the law of supply and demand, but
they haven't been successful.

Led by C. David Jenkins, Ph.D.,
from the University of Texas Medical
Branch, Galveston, a team of researchers interviewed 318 patients before
surgery and after a six-month followup period. The patients ranged in age
from 32 to,69 years. Seventy percent
of the patients were more than 50,
and 84 percent were men.
Anginal pain was completely
relieved for 69 to 85 percent of patients who reported pain before
surgery. Patients who had experienced pain during physical exertion obtained relief less frequently than
those whose pain had occurred after
a heavy meal, while resting or during
emotional upsets. Half of the patients

who hold compteleed of shortness of

Patients reported a significant
decrease in anxiety and depression
following surgery as well as a marked improvement in feelings of "wellbeing." More than 40 percent of patients increased their social activities following surgery.
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Ten years ago
A grant of $25,615 for free preschool
headstart training program has been
granted to Murray, according to Sen.
Marlow Cook. This will be the sixth
year for Murray Headstart Program,
said Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools.
Majorettes of the Murray High
School Band are Trace Walker, captain, Vickie White, Phyllis Tibbs,
Lisa McReynolds, Tonya Carroll and
Becky Thornton.
Officers of the Murray State
University Women's Society are Bonnie Jones, Janet Hendon, Mary Jo
Johnson and Inez Rayburn.
Staff Sgt. Gary L. Yuill was cited
for outstanding achievement while
assigned to Detachment I, 15th Communications Squadron.
The Rev. Richard Drew is serving
as pastor of the Mt. Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray
Kiwanis Club were Arlie Scott,
William Jeffrey and Robert W.
Jones.
Louie Nunn, Republican nominee
for governor of Kentucky, spoke at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Harry
Fenton, program leader.
Annie Lee Cooper and Mavis McCarnish presented the program at the
meeting of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
An open house will be held Sept. 8
at the newly remodeled and enlarged
Bank of Murray and the new drive-in
downtown branch.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Board of Education
will have an open house at the new
grade school on South Ninth Street on
Sept. 9.
A special feature story about Urban Starks, local business man, is
published today. The story was written by Noble Wrather.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to mr.and
Mrs. Fred Lee Bray, Jr., a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Gibbs, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J.R. Watson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dudley Hays, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Canady, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Floyd Dent, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Boren and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Smuel Hudgins.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Although religious thinkers have
long associated freedom not to mention peace of mind and soul) with
self-control, this association is a pill
many of us find hard to swallow.
Here is Dietrich Bonhoeffer's version of the freedom-self-discipline
link. Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) was a
Lutheran theologian and pastor who
witnessed against Hitler and was executed by the Nazis during the final
weeks of World War II.
If you set out to seek freedom,
you must learn before all
things, Mastery over sense and
soul, lest your wayward
members lead you now this
way, now that way...None
learns the secret of freedom
save only by way of control.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Star.,
located in the Curtis Center. Proceeds from the sale Ohl be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
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Ray-Johnson vowssolemnized at church
Miss Sandra Denise
Ray and Ernest Dale
Johnson were married
Saturday, July 30, at 2
p.m. at the Puryear
Church of Christ.
Ewing Stubblefield,
minister of the
Bethlehem Church of
Christ, officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
The bride is the
daughter of Joe Pat and
Carolyn Ray of Hazel.
The groom is the son of
Russell and Betty
Johnson of Gilbertsville.
Music was presented
by Camelia Dunn,
pianist, and Sandra
Thompson and Ron
Gallimore, vocalists.
An arch of candles and
an arrangement of pink
gladioli and burgundy
mums centered the
podium. On either side
were heart shaped
candelabra holding pink
tapers entwined with
greenery. Pink and
burgundy satin rosebuds
filled with rice were in an

antique basket on the
piano and matching bows
decorated the candle
globes on the family
pews.
The bride
The bride was escorted
by her father and given in
marriage by both of her
parents.
Her wedding gown was
white taffeta with a wide
lace ruffle and embroidered flowers at the
low rounded neckline.
She wore lace gauntlets.
The skirt overlayed with
scalloped tiered lace extended to a chapel train.
A satin belt of appliqued
flowers emphasized the
raised waistline.
Her floor-length veil of
double illusion trimmed
in lace was attached to a
floral wreath of pearl
flowers and petals.
The bride's jewelry
was a string of pearls and
matching earrings, a gift
of the groom. Her bouquet was of roses and carnations in shades of nink

and burgundy with
greenery.
For something old she
wore a ring belonging to a
great-great-aunt. Her
slippers were new. She
borrowed a slip and a
blue garter.
Miss Melissa Ray served as maid of honor for
her sister. The
bridesmaids were
Pamela Jones and Laurie
Milam of Puryear, and
Robin Johnson of Livingston County.
The attendants wore
formal gowns of suede
rose taffeta designed with
fitted bodies featuring a
double ruffle over the
shoulders cascading to a
rose at the waistline
where the contoured skirt
hemline began and flowed to the floor in back.
The maid of honor had
a pink floral wreath in
her hair. The
bridesmaids wore
rosebuds in their hair.
Each carried a burgundy
lace fan with pink carna-
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tions and baby's breath
tied with burgundy ribbons.
Raysha Robinson,
cousin of the bride, was
flower girl. She wore a
long pink dress with a vneck outlined with a ruffle to the waist in back. A
flounce at the hemline
was trimmed with sprays
of pink flowers.
She carried a white
lace basket filled with
rose petals and in her
hair was a pink ribbon
bow and rosebud.
The bride's mother
chose a formal of pink
chiffon featuring a caplet
with rolled neckline and
ruffled hem. Her corsage
was of burgundy carnations.
Mrs. Johnson, mother
of the groom, wore a
sleeveless gown of
cranberry chiffon with a
fingertip caplet and a corsage of pink carnations.
The grandmothers,
Mrs. Marjorie Dunn,
Mrs. Harold Ray and
Mrs. Ernest Johnson,
were presented corsages.
The groom
The groom was attired
in a white tuxedo with
tails. He wore a pink
rosebud boutonniere.
Shawn Howard served
as bestman. Groomsmen
were Rusty Johnson,
brother of the groom,and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mike Casey, both of
Gilbertsville, and Kerry
Ray,brother of the bride.
The ushers, Alex Ray
and Rodney Ray, cousins
of the bride, lighted the
candles.
Each of the men attendants was attired in a
burgundy tuxedo with
tails. Each had a pink
carnation boutonniere.
Christ Etheridge of
Gilbertsville, nephew of
the groom, was
ringbearer. His tuxedo
was the same as the men
attendants and he carried
the rings on a pink satin
heart shaped pillow.
Reception
The reception, hosted
by the bride's parents,
followed at the church.
The serving table was
covered in pink with pink
lace overlay and draped
to burgundy bows at the
corners. Crystal appointments were used with an
antique punch bowl and a
candelabrum with pink
candles.
The three-tiered white
cake was decorated with
flowers in the wedding
colors, cherubs, bells and
hearts. It was topped by a
miniature bride and
groom and illuminated
with a pink fountain base.
Nuts and bell shaped
mints were served.
The groom's table,
covered in brown linen,
held a white cake with the
top layer in the shape of a
sports car decorated in

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dale Johnson
yellow and brown. Fruit
balls were served from a
wooden bow.
Serving the guests were
Sharon Ray, Tina
Johnson, Sue Johnson
and Carol Johnson.
Mitzi Ray, cousin of the
bride, kept the guest

register at a table spread
in white brocade and set
with a burgundy plume
'pen and the bride's book.
Satin rice-filled
rosebuds were
distributed by Heather
Robinson, cousin of the
bride.

The wedding and reception was directed by
Freida Robinson.
The couple left later for
a wedding trip to Biloxi,
Miss.
They now are residing
at Fox Meadows Trailer
Court, Murray.
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VISIT BRANDON FARM — Cub Scouts Dens Two and Five of Carter Pack 57 recently visited the Howard
Brandon Farm on Highway 541 South. They also made a tour of his antique cars and airport. The boys enjoyed
sitting in the cockpit of the airplane. Pictured,from left, are Brandon, Christopher Brandon, Josh Johnson,
Bryan Smith,John Sales,Paul Russell and Troy McClure.

DATEBOOK
,Methodists plan meeting

FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored By Chi Alpha

S5 A Carload Toe,
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

The annual meeting of the Paris District United
Methodist Women will be Sunday, Sept. 11, at 2:30
p.m. at the Gleason United Methodist Church,
Gleason, Tenn. A special invitation is extended to
women from churches in the Paris district not having a unit of UMW to have someone at this meeting.
Women of Paris UMW are urged to attend and
visitors are welcome, according to Opal Logan,
chairman of public relations.

Stamp club will meet
The Kentucky Lake Stamp Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the Public Library at
Paris, Tenn. Members are reminded that additional
material is needed for the regular fall auction. All
interested persons are invited, according to D.R.
Frazier, Rt. 3, Dover,Tenn.,37058,secretary.

Tennis ploy scheduled
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday and Friday, Sept. 8 and 9, at 9
a.m.at the club.
Lineups are as follows: Thursday — Court One —

On All Fall Merchandise and Jeans

Basics $14.99
Men Choose
From Levi
Sedgefield,
Lee,jamoco joe

Ladies Choose
From Levi,
Esprit, Zeno & Lee

Jr

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49

Patsy Oakley, Penny Capock, Georgianna Moffitt
and Joni Billington, Court Two — Vicki Miller, Kim
McCoart, Bobbie Weatherly and Judy Carroll,
Court Three — Andrea Hogancamp, Jeanette
Williams, Peggy Billington and Nancy Whitmer,
Court Four — Brenda Marquardt, Shelia Farmer,
Shirley Homra and Patsy Miller; Friday — Court
One -=-Enumy Edwards,Gaye Haverstock,Sharron
Brown and Lois Keller, Court Two — Sharon Wells,
Janie Ryan, Vickie Baker and Carol Lorenz.

Seniors plan luncheon
The Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will
meet Thursday, Sept. 8, at noon in the Fellowship
Hall for a potluck luncheon. Dr. and Mrs. Greg Earwood will present the program following the meal.

Church plans sale
Waymon's Chapel A.M.E. Church of Murray will
have a yard and bake sale on Saturday, Sept. 10,
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the church. Barbecue sandwiches and barbecue plates also will be sold. The
public is urged to support this fund-raising event of
the church,a spokesman said.

Club will meet Thursday
The Welcome Wagon Club of Murray will have a
salad supper on Thursday, Sept. 8, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. All members and newcomers to the area are
invited and for information contact Jeanette
Schwan at 753-3276.

Driveway Sealer
$744

With Gorli. Bread

Salad 59 hiro
Insode Chnffiq Only

Olympic Plaza, Murray 753-6882

free Refills On DrInks

99- Special For Kids
W.,driesrloy i Pro • rr,A

Nov
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Murray Supply
Co.

SS I. Alsh

7S3-3361
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Community events scheduled
Wednesday,Sept. 7
Thursday,Sept. 8'
Goshen United
Welcome Wagon Club
Methodist Church of Murray will have a
Women will meet at 7 salad supper at the Comp.m. at the church.
munity Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank
Mission groups of at 6:30 p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Kentucky Lake Stamp
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Public Library,
Flint Baptist Church Paris,Tenn.
mission groups will meet
at 7 p.m. at church.
Friday,Sept.9
Hazel and Douglas
Thursday,Sept.8
Centers will be open from
Front Porch Swing will 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. for acresume rehearsals at 7 tivities
by Senior
p.m. at First Christian Citizens.
Church. This is open to all
women to sing barber
shop harmony and persons do not need to know
how to read music.
Census at MurrayKick-off meeting for Calloway
County
the local Arthritis Drive Hospital for
Thursday,
will be at 7 p.m. in Sept. 1, was 124
adults
meeting room of and 13 in nursery.
Calloway Public Library.
Newborn admissions
All interested persons are were as follows:
invited.
Baby Boy Hunt,
parents, Vicky and Jerry,
Coldwater Baptist Rt. 1, Ptuyear, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Miller,
Church Women will meet
parents, Mary and Gary,
at 7 p.m. at the church.
Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Baby Boy Bowles,
Kathleen Jones Group
of First Baptist Church parents, Pamela and
Women will meet at 5:30 David, Box 321, Dawson
p.m. at Seven Seas Springs;
Baby Girl Warren,
Restaurant.
parents, Melissa and
James, 1160 Wilford,
Murray Chapter No. 92 Mayfield;
Royal Arch Masons will
Baby Girl Tucker,
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge parents, Debbie
and Timhall.
my,Rt. 5, Benton;
Baby Girl Cacciola,
Senior citizens ac- parents,
Kimberley and
tivities will be from 10 Steven,
Rt. 1, Paris,
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Tenn.
and Douglas Centers and
Baby Girl Gattis,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at parents,
Tammy and
Ellis Center.
James,Rt. 1, Wingo.
Dismissals were as
Young-At-Hearts follows:
•
Group will meet at 10:30
Mrs. Donna F. Scott,
a.m. at Seventh and Riviera Trailer Ct.; Miss
Poplar Church of Christ.
Marlene A. Farrell, 1004
Westgate Dr.; Miss CynMothers Day Out will thia G. Henson, Rt. 5,
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- Benton; Miss Teresa J.
tist Church.
Woods, 9081
/
2 South 16th
St.; Mrs. Mabel D.
Senior Adults of First Johnson, Dexter; Miss
Baptist Church will meet Maxi M. Frazee, Rt.1,
at noon for a potluck lun- Alino;
cheon in Fellowship Hall.
Mrs. Edith E. Elkins,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Mothers Day Out will Carolyn J. Carroll, Rt. 7;
be at 9 a.m. at Good Mrs. Wanda C. Green and
Shepherd United baby girl, 416 West 12th
Methodist Church.
St., Benton; Mrs. Carmen

Friday,Sept.9
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
church parking lot to go
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Tarry for the 6
p.m. meeting.
Greater Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents

Friday,Sept.9
Without Partners will
have its annual "Harvest
Ball" from 8 p.m. to midnight at American Legion
Building, Paducah. For
information call 753-4951.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Moonshine For
Your Gas Tank from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include
games at 8 p.m. and
Johnny Glenn in Lounge
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Newborns, dismissals released

4

J. Sizemore and baby Duffers Lane,
Mayfield;
girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Bobby W.
Bear, 8-3 Fox
Treva Lawrence, Rt. 1, Meadows Trailer
Ct.;
Sedalia;
Walter J. Wolff, Rt. 6;
Toy W. Grooms, 103 Jack McLeod, Rt.
1, DexChestnut St.; James H. ter;
Hart, Fern Terrace
Mrs. Mary Susan
Lodge; James H. Bruce, Barker, Rt.
1, Cottage
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs. Mary Grove,
Tenn.; Mrs.
E. Ball, Hamlin; Mrs. Grace W. James,
Rt. 7;
Eva 0. Hundley, 407 Mrs. Margaret
Ann Floyd
South Ninth St.; Mrs. and baby boy,
109 Jean
Nellis T. Williams, Rt. 2; St., Paris, Tenn.;
Miss
Mrs. Dorothy S. Hall, Teresa M.
Overby and
732 Nash Dr.; James baby girl, 205
Routon St.,
Hardeman Nix, 1108 Paris, Tenn.;
South 16th St.; Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca S. White
Leecy Bowles, 507 Main and baby girl,
Rt. 1,
St., Martin, Tenn.; Mrs. Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss
Clora Esther Cain, 405 Jessica B. Rickard,
1501
Backusburg Rd., Oxford Dr.; Kelly
L.
Mayfield; Lillard E. 'Stubblefield, 207
N.
Thweatt, Rt. 3, Benton; Cherry; Mrs. Opal P.
McOrvis C. Wells, Convales- Cuiston, 503 St.;
Mrs.
cent Division of Hospital. Mary F. Turner,
1205
Peggy Ann Dr.; Elvis E.
Cole, c/o Thomas Cole,
Census at Murray- Rt. 1, Water Valley;
Calloway County
Mrs. Charlotte A.
Hospital for Friday, Sept. Mathis, Rt. 1,
Farm2, was 106 adults and 11 in ington; Herbert
H. Boyd,
nursery.
503 North Seventh St.;
A newborn admission Mrs. Lucy E.
Alderdice,
was Baby Boy Robinson, Rt. 8; Mrs. Irene
L. Benmother,Barbara, Rt. 2.
nett, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Dismissals were as Lyda M. Miller, 725
Riley
follows:
Ct.; Everett W. Hood,
Mrs. Jennifer L. Olive, Box 251,Benton.
209 N. L.P. Miller St.;
Warner Wade Johnson,
New York State, which
Hazel; Mrs. Linda Sue ranks second only to
Peal, 709 Vine St., California in population,
Fulton; Larry H. ranks 30th in size among
Chrisman, Hamlin; Mrs. the 50 states. According
Doris Marie Brittain, 910 to the Rand McNally
Coldwater Rd.; Danny "Road Atlas," New York
covers 47,831 square
Steve McCuiston,Rt. 1;
Rodney A. Bohannon, miles. California, by conNo. 88 Shady Oaks; Mrs. trast, has an area of
Bettye S. Norville, 207 156,361 square miles.
•

BEAR HUG — John Michael Ernstberger, 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ernstberger of Kirksey,
is
photographed by Thomas Busier of The Commercial Appeal, Memphis,Tenn.,as be gives Ernie a bear hug
as
the big Muppet visited with the children at Le Bonheur Children's Medical Center, Memphis. The photograp
h
was in the Living section of the Tuesday newspaper. The local youth underwent eye surgery at the hospital
and now is recuperating at his home. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernstberger and Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Hall.

/-J0 BURKEEN /
Murray Today Editor

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

753-0035

4

ELECTROLYSI
Permanent
Hair Removal
For Appointment
Call Patricia
Mullins, R.E.
753-8856
•
A AP,

V'
,JA

Grand Opening
Create Your Own Fashion
At Our Unique Prices

SALE STARTS
THURSDAY —9 AM-5 PM
ENDS SATURDAY
3 DAYS ONLY
Purchased Drug Store Stock
Marked Low

75 YEARS IN BUSINESS
Featuring
Paula Saker

Stock Includes:
Antiques
Old Prescription Orders
Old Bubble Gum Machines(with keys)
Advertising Materials
Old Bottles
Cherry Shelving
Signs & More
Fixtures Include:
Display Racks
Coke Machine
New Stock:
Health & Beauty Aids
Non Prescription Items
Shoes

DEBBIE PICKENS — GINGER NALL
105 W.Broadway — 247-3456
Tues.-Sat.9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mayfield

CLOSED MOP" Y-

OLD
302 `AAIN ST.

Refrigerator

Greeting Cards
Clothing
HarcLve,
:ire

JEFFREY'S BUILDING
MURRAY

As:
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Serpentine
Bracelet: 7 Inch, No. K10020 07
Chain:

7 inch, No. K10030 07
15 Inch, No. K10020 15
20 Inch, No. K10020/20
24 Inch, No. K10020 / 24
18 Inch, No. K10030 18
20 Inch, No. K10030.20
30 Inch, No. K10030:30
16 inch, No. K10035.16
18 Inch, No. K10045/18
18 Inch, No. K10060,18

7.46
14.22
14.97
19.97
23.94
33.64
37.43
56.17
39.72
62.97
104.97

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A new radiation
therapy that has
significantly improved
cure rates for certain
severe cancers has been
reported by University of
Kentucky researchers.
Tumors disappeared in
80 percent of the cases
when the treatment was
used for more than 300
women'who had advanced cervical cancer, said
Dr. Larry J. Beach, a
medical physicist involved in the research project.
If more traditional
treatment had been used,
the recovery rate would
have been 40-45 percent,
Beach said.
The new treatment also
has been used against
brain, *breast and oral
tumors, he said, but is ineffective against widely
spread cancers.
The new procedure is
similar to some traditional treatments in that
the radiation source is
positioned inside the
body, as close as possible
to the cancer,Beach said.
But, Beach added,
"large, bulky tumors"
were resistant to the
photon radiation emitted
by the traditional isotope,
Cesium 137.
The new method involves the use of Califor-

10.97

Pair
14 Kt. Gold Earrings

•Many styles available •14 Kt.
gold filled clutch .Reg. 14.86

14 Kt. Gold Bangle Bracelet
Satin Finish
•K65100101 •Reg. 76.94

Plain Finish
•K65500101 •Reg. 76.94

Bright Satin Cut

Braided Serpentine
Chain:

-K65500202 *Reg. 147.96

62.97
57.43

16 Inch, No K12002 16
20 Inch, No K12001 20

Serpentine & Ball
Bracelet: 7 Inch, No. K11022,07
Chain:
15 inch, No. K11022, 15

10.46
19.97
21.72
23.94
26.93
31.43

16 Inch, No. K11022.16
18 Inch, No. K11022, 18
20 Inch, No. K11022/20
24 Inch, No. K11022/24

Cobra
Bracelet:
Chain:

Chain:

14.22
28.46
33.64
43.44

7 Inch, No K15030,07
15 Inch, No K15030.15
18 inch, No. K15030/ 18
24 Inch, No. K15030/24

7.43
19.43

Bracelet: 7 Inch, No. K14024/07

9.72
13.47
40.47
28.42
29.97
33.71
44.97
77.94

7 Inch, No. K14030/07
7 Inch, No K14050 ,07
15 Inch, No. K14030/15
16 Inch, No. K14030/16
18 Inch, No. K14030/ 18
24 Inch, No. K14030/24
16 Inch, No. K14050/16

18 inch, No. K13024/18
20 Inch, No. K13024/20
15 Inch, No. K13050.15
18 Inch, No. K13030/ 18
24 inch, No. K13030/ 24
30 Inch, No. K13030/30
18 Inch, No. K13045/18
18 Inch, No. K13050/18
16 Inch, No. K13060,16

14.22
19.97
22.43
23.94
28.46
33.64
43.44
56.17
69.67
89.96
110.97

16 incn, No. K20050 16
18 Inch, No. K2005018

81.72
89.94

Bracelet: 7 Inch, No. K13030/07
16 inch, No. K13024/16
Chain:

•No. K64100909/903 .Reg. 26.93

•Many styles available •14 Kt.
gold filled clutch •Reg. 9.93

Pair

Pair

Pair

Reg 43 93
65150150332.94

3mm

1K 1214MM le-1115mM 1K 101
Reg 793
Reg lo % Reg 13 94

Reg 29 94
651100468 22.43

5.94 7.97 10.43

Reg 2996
K5110032222.46

Save on Beautiful 14 Kt.
Gold Hoop Earrings
at Wal-Mart
Now/

14 Kt. Gold Ball Earrings
with 14 Kt. Gold Filled
Clutch

14 Kt. Gold Charms

Herringbone

Save 6.96
14 Kt. Gold Charmholder

.43 Pair
14 Kt. Gold Earrings

52.47

18 Inch, No. K17080,18

Bracelet: 7 Inch, No K21020'07
18 inch, No K21020,18
Chain:

Chain:

7

Reg 34 93
K5110150826.17

Sparkle

Chain:

57.43
57.43
110.97

Your choice

•Keart with Mother
Reg. 30.93
•ROUIld Charm with
Mother Figure-Reg. 34.93
•Cupid Charm
Reg. 11.94
•CrOss Charm
Reg. 9.97
•Praying Hands
Reg. 13.96
•Love and XXXX
Reg. 10.93
•1 Love YOU Charm
Reg. 12.93
•TAKEN Charm
Reg. 9.97

23.17
26.17
8.94
7.46
10.46
7.97
9.67
7.46

nium 252, a powerful
source of neutron radiation.
In the past, Californium was used "against
the wrong types of
tumors, where it was no
more effective (than
other isotopes)," he said.
"We kincrof came into it
after everybody else had
given up."
In treating cervical
cancer, stainless steel
tubes are inserted in the
vagina and moved close
to the tumor mass. Tiny
slugs of Californium then
are placed in the tubes,
sending neutron radiation
into the tumor itself.
X-rays are used to pinpoint the tumor and a
computer calculates the
amount of radiation being
absorbed by the patient.
A single treatment
typically lasts five to
seven hours, after which
the patient can return
home, Beach said. The
entire regimen of
treatments would last
five to six weeks and
would include external
radiation, he said.
"You get rapid
shrinkage of the tumor,"
Beach said. "It's really
startling and exciting for
the doctors and nurses,as
well as the patients.
These things go away."

creating problems
SAN FRANCISCO against illegal search and
(AP) - Marijuana- seizure.
hunting lawmen have
Since the campaign
turned a tiny mountain began two weeks ago, the
town into a "war zone" strike force has staged
where mothers looking 122 raids in 14 northern
for their children are California counties,
stopped at gunpoint by destroying 15,000 marisuspicious officers, say juana plants with an
residents complaining estimated street value of
about the agents'tactics. $100 million,agents said.
In Denny,a community,
But state and federal
agents trying to halt nor- of 150 along the New,
thern California's multi- River in Trinity County,
billion dollar pot trade 230 miles north of here,
say their methods are the strike force swept
both legal and profes- through in two days,
sional. They say mari- chopping tons of marijuana growers are using juana and and hauling it
sophisticated dlienses, off in helicopters and
sometimes b
by- dump trucks. Agents said;
trapping their plantations the haul consisted of 1,900
with grenades, bear plants, mostly on public
traps, dynamite and laser land, with an estimated
value of $5.8 million.
alarms.
"It felt like being in the
"We are going to win
and they are going to stop middle of a war zone,"
growing it," said Bill Rebecca Sue Massett, 31,
Ruzzamenti, a chief plan- said in a declaration supner for Operation CAMP porting NORML's case.
- Campaign Against
Postmistress
Marijuana Planting - Katherine Bauer, who
which authorities say will lives with her 5-year-old
be carried on in other son, told the Los Angeles
states if it succeeds in Times she and others
California.
resented being "treated
U.S. District Judge like criminals and having
Robert Aguilar, in San guns poked in our faces."
Francisco, was expected
While trying to deliver
to rule today on a request mail, she said, she enfor a preliminary injunc- countered a roadblock
tion against the operation where she was asked for
by the National Organiza- her height, weight, Social
tion for Reform of Mari- Security number and projuana Laws, which works perty ownership papers.
to legalize marijuana.
. The judge said Tuesday
The group sued the he was "seriously confederal Drug Enforce- cerned about the 4th
ment Administration, the Amendment ramificaU.S. Defense and Justice tions" of the agents' tacdepartments and the tics, adding he would
state attorney general study the strike force's
Friday - contending the plans carefully before
agents have violated con- ruling on the injunction
stitutional protections request.
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for Less • AA' Mart Solis for

ssai JoiIaS am-iviyk •ssai Jo; sip

• Wal-Mart Sells

MADD urges toughness

14 Kt. Gold Initial Charms
*(I, 0, 0, UWXYZ not available)

14 Kt. CORI Novelty CharmS
*Many styles available

- MOLOSMIT'S
POUCY - MSerer
reereort to have every seveiteed item er sleek Seerever, il due
10y reeoreeeen meson Mr III•••••••ief• 1101 •••••00
CP•••, VIsl-Msn we emus a Men Chet* On nlOPOOOt Ow the war0hgtelet to b• p.m-home se Ihe sele • phut 'Moreover orsatiltao.
vol sell you a seeder Mem el•ceereerseas reelection In price eh
nlielletre010API to WA ouir011oo

WAI:MART

COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - The co presidents of the Northern Kentucky chapter
of Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers (MADD)
say proposals being considered for legislation to
deal with drunk drivers
aren't tough enough.
Ed and Debby Kentrup
held a press conference
Friday at which they
praised parts of
measures proposed by
the Governor's Task
Force on Drunk Driving
and the judiciarycrimninal committee.
But the couple said the
proposals don't go far
enough and they criticized the Committee for not
recognizing them at a
hearing Augt 24,
_ _
The Kentrups charged
that Rep. Aubrey
Williams, D-Louisville,
the committee cochairman, and a defense
attorney who has given
seminars on defending

drunk drivers, refused to
allow them to tell their
story. The couple's 2year-old daughter died at
the hands of a drunk
driver in December,1981.
Williams and other
committee members
were also criticized by
the Kentrups for engaging in a 90-minute debate
with task force members
while they went
unrecognized.
•
"They didn't want to
hear from the victims
because that's hard to
deal with," Rentrup said.
"We had slide's of our
daughter to put a face
with a victim.
The Kentrups said they
support a drunken driving law that would require firstiirme offenders
to spend time iniall or do
community service work.
"We want a universal
law that there's no way
where you can buy your
way out," Kentrupiaaid.
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Mens Baseball Shirt
•5015O Poly esteocuttori
*Grey body with various
sleeve colors •Raglan sleeves
•Sizes S M L XL

WALIMART

Eac

Texsun
Orange Juice

Save 1 00
Decorative
Kitchen Rugs

06 Pack
.1,6 Ounces per can
'Limit 2

•Woyen gaberdine 'Basic and
fashion colors 'Belted fly front
•Sizes 8-20. petite average tall
.Reg 11 94

vvashat

binding •Reg 4 96

Everyday Low Price!
Moth Balls

SATINETTE

•1 Pound box
'Moth preventative
•E-20

moth
balls
S
=L0,14ES
NOTMS

•

II

$
Save Up To 26%
Eveready Batteries

•Almond or white
•Adjustable ringer volume
control *No P02500

•Choose from 'AA twin pack
size twin pack and 9 volt
single pack

Wall Push Button
Dial Phone
'Almond or white
'Push button dialing
'No PC2254

GGS

u10
(Alma

Ladies Sizes-3 Pack

2

Desk Push Button
Dial Phone

*Reg. I.73& 1.98

•

rubber t..,a_•ng •15.r30
4 Styies eacr, with coon:1

sal ioi sip

Don't Miss
These Great Low
Sale Prices!

1.16

Save 2.08
Ladies Woven
Proportioned Pant

Ladies and Girls
3 Pair
Packaged Panties

hsErmairimurim IMINMERELIMEL

op A •lem •ssal JOI Silas I/ 01-1'

teniber

Save Up To 27%
Ladies Belts

.100% Trilobal nylon and
50/50 polyester/cotton *Cotton
crotch *White and pastel
'Ladies sizes 5-10, girls S-M-L

*Various fabrics *An assortment
of colors and styles
'Peg 2 96-3 46 each

Girls Sizes. 1.94 Pack

Rubbermaid
Computer Table
1
2x1.8 Inches
/
2x31/
•331
•Detachable hutch
'
Steel legs 'No. 1685

Per
6 Pk.

Everyday Low Price!
Rubbermaid Catch
'N Carry Hamper
Dale veHow
and white •No 2989

•Alrt

Save 18°ci
Cannon
Receiving
Blankets

•

Savd 1.55
Jack Stands
•12-17 Inch adjustable heavy
duty model *Holds up to l' 2
tons •Super long Ste quality
'No 3000 •Reg 7 92

Reg. 1.36

Save 16%
Brown
Jersey Gloves

•55,
15,,

polyester
•30x3L1 Inches
•2 Blankets
per oo- dde
- .

Sale 1.23
Windex.
•22 Ounces
'With trigger spray
'Limit 2

Cotton *One size fits
all .No 501 .Reg 935 per pair

•100%

2.96

TDK 90 Minutes
Cassette
•0 Minutes each tape

Save 4.94
Mens Garage
Oxfords

•2 Pack •Low tape noise—
high output •No D-C90/U2

aminummortramomonamm

Akro Bins 6-Pack
•5',54'553 Inches ieach)
•Hanging rails inc,uded
.They stack together 4! into
shely,ng or cab ,nets
•No 109-210

•Leather uppers
with oil resistant
sole 'Cushion
wrapped insole
*Welt sole
'Size 6' 2-12
'Reg 19 87

Save 3.54
Work Boot
'Man made uppers
with oil resistant
sole 'Padded collar
*Sizes 62-12
'Reg 18 47

Free N' Soft

Reg. 2.47

Sale 2.18
MADMILL:RE

Vinyl Rug

Reg. 3.27

•

Sale 2.94

Oiris Briefs, Bikinis
& Hiphuggers
•Cotton Nylon or poly blends
'Sizes 2-12

'Heavy duty vinyl
•Tx6'
•Assorted patterns
*Ideal for bath, kitchen.
or workshop

Sale 1.28

Ivory Bar Soap I

•171

•3 5 Ounce bars

Coupon Must

•4 Bar pack
'Limit 2
Coupon Must

Ounces
'Alt temperature
'Limit 2
Accompany

,-•

Reg. 1.47

COUPON-1

E COUPONmill
Cheer

•

Travel Pillow
'Poly-cotton cover,
polyester fill •20 x 27
In. 'Multi-purpose
'No. TP

I

Purchase

S

Accompany Purchase

5.97 I

76.

I

Per
I
4 Packs

bo)oot,
IC
.71)M0h)

Exprres 9/11 "113

Expires 9/ 1 1/83

Ounce Aloe Vera
Jojoba or Henna
Shampoo with
FREE 18 Ounce
Conditioner
18

•Ltrutt 2 with

coupon

2.78

161111111MIN
•

Prices Good Thru 9/11/83
- 641 North Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. Noon-6
rs •

•

WAI:MART

'
S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our inWAL-MART
tention to have every advertised item on stock However, it due to
any unforeseen reason. an advertised item is not available-for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available or
will sett you a similar item at a comparable r0duction in price We
reserve the right to limit quantities

• th1r V1,11 Cett._ to• ter,,, • Wal V.irt Seth, f.,

hcsterCa
—rc

VISA
I,SC • Arl

Y•1

•

—
,
!":
1
•

!
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Where Low Prico

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

•

ED. SEPT. 7TH THRII

PRICES GOOD

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIA

aucus Of THE SEA
CHUNK

TUNA

784maki

6V2 OZ.

WEEKLY SPECIAL."
"

SUPER 1%FLATION FIG

i mar.-% •

R.C.
DIET RITE,
or R.C. 100
$11 49
1

(LUKT TWO MAU)

111

SUPER INFLATION FIGH

TAB, MELLO YEL
120
62P
.K.
CANS

11

COMPARE AND SAVE ON THESE SUPER INFLATION FIGHTERS!!!
nit4

VAN CAMP 16 BEANSZy
OZ.
A

77

PORK &

1202.
OREO

89

'

WEITZ ItAfAleiett

COOKIES.

HUNT'S

t

ndk

KETCHUP

WISII LIQUID LAUNDRY

t

'
Y DETERGENT ...3201

$ 1 89

ag
I

VUSK NOT DOG
44 OZ.$I 47

LEA & PERKINS STEAK

4
1202.59

RELISH

SAUCE

SOLO LAUNDRY

MRS. IUTTERWORTII

DETERGENT ..64 OZ.

SYRUP
/
2 OZ.
SHOWBOAT 141

,W7,1,„;

PLATES

$1

09

12 OZ.

BAGS
KRAFT REG.
BBQ SAUCE

884

..is oz.

SPIN REND SALAD
DRESSING

Y, A
PROFESSIONAL.
..
Aug Doctor makes ft

3202.$1 09

Compare Our Prices On These Generic Label Items
MAC. &

LEMON

easy to

clean your carpets and
upholstery in your house,
auto and R V Do it yourself and see the resultsf

Rent The Rug
Doctor
At
Storey's
Food
splant

JUICE

32 oz.79

TOMATO
JUICE

4602.

CORN

303 SIZE

303

SWEET PEAS..,...303
SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

SALAD

32 OZ.

4

DRESSING

79"
794
994

320!.

150!.

FLAVORED
GELATIN

POWDER
CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

INSTANT

CHIPS

COFFEE

isoz.$299

TEA BAGS

100 CT.

HONEY

3201.

99'

FLOUR

s ta. us694

s oz.

12 OZ.694

POWDERED
SUGAR

32 02.994

SALT

260!. 1'
9

viorrAsit
594

1 9'
99'

30!.

COCOA

PEANUT BUTTER ...

MOIST 1202.
CAT FOOD

CHEESE

3202.

4

CLIrGREEN
BEANS

69
2v29
294
91

CATSUP

.02 $179
784
'TT

T 02.

HEFTY TALL KITCHEN

PORK & BEANS...

$149
20 CT.

WKSCOIN
SNACKS.

3/$1

HEFTY FOAM

$109
240!.

OIL

$1 31

48 OZ.

45a

$259

-•••-

-••••••••.'

•••••1.1••••.••••••••••••.:.....

•

i

a.a. • .1

•

i
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-- NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY —
REG. 2/51.09
WONDER COUNTRY STYLE

pncesOriginate

'WED.SEPT. 7T11 no TUES. SEP

BREAD

13TH

16 OZ. LOAF 11

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO I. DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

mei Of THE SEA

'EAK

MILT PACK

CHUNK

GROUND
BEEF

silo,
WEEKLY SPECIAL,

WEEKLY SPECIAL
„
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN

FIELD map

BACON*

TIP STEAK
249
LB.

FAMILY PACK GROUND
2402.$

CHUCK

09
THIS WEEK WIN:

$179

1002.
oloommemorpommimo
'Otis

$100"
LAST WEEKS NAME:
AMY McCLAIN
WINNER $300

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

1'

LB $
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Media denied copies of letter charging Morehead official
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A letter from the
president of Morehead
State University outlining
charges against the
former head of the
school's art department
does not have to be
released to the news
media.
That is the ruling of the
state attorney general's
office in an opinion
released Monday.
MSU President Morris
Norfleet filed several

charges against Dr. Bill
R. Booth earlier this summer in seeking his
removal as head of the
art department. The
school's board of regents
directed Norfleet to put
the charges in writing in
a letter to Booth.
Although the regents
cleared Booth of the
charges at a closed
meeting last month, they
also approved his
reassignment.
Joe Lamb, editor of the

weekly Morehead News,
had sought a copy of the
letter under the Open
Records Act. It was
denied by the school's attorney, F.C. Bryan.
Assistant Attorney
General Cicely Jaracz
said the letter was correspondence with a
private individual, which
is exempt from the law.
Ms. Jaracz said the letter
was also exempt because
its disclosure would
amount to an unwar-

ranted invasion of
Booth's personal privacy.
"The public's right to
know in this instance is
outweighed by Dr.
Booth's right to privacy,"
Ms. Jaracz said.
She said that was
especially true since
Booth asked that the Aug.
18 hearing on the charges
be closed.
-The letter from Dr.
Norfleet, although on
behalf of the MSU board
of regents, is cor-

respondence with a
private individual which
does not give notice of a
final action by the
board," she said. "Thus,
it remains exempt from
public inspection."
Unlike other opinions of
the attorney general, opinions regarding the Open
Records Law have the
force of law unless overturned by a court.
Booth was reassigned
as an art professor and
director of the universi-

ty's Claypool-Young Art
Gallery, beginning Jan. 1.
Booth had been embroiled in controversy
since his 1979 reprimand
of five members of the art
faculty in a dispute over
the placement of another
faculty member's work in
the art gallery.
The contracts of two of
the faculty members
reprimanded by Booth
were later not renewed,
action which led to the
censure of Morehead

.

THIS WEEK AT JCPENNEY

SAVINGTHE
NEVER STOP!
20% TO 50%,OFF
Ladies Sweaters
*Crew or V NeckStyles
•100% Acrylic
*Solid Colors
7994%
Now
E
Orig. $13

Men's Knit
Shirts
•Par Four Style
*Yellow or Lt. Blue
*Sizes Sm, M, L, XL
Orig. $13

*Ruffle Collar Styling
'Polyester/Cotton
*Solid Colors

Orig. $23-$24

Jr. Knit Shirts
Banded

'Knit Collar and
Sleeve
*100% Cotton
*Selected Colors

Dressy Blouses
'Women Sizes 38-44
*Poly Cotton Blend
- *Solid Colors
.Orig. $21

Now12.99

Ladies Handbags
*Canvas or Vinyls
*Solids and Trimmed
*Selected Styles
Orig. To $15

Group I

Now

Orig. $18

.411

19.99

Now4.99

Orig. $9

Boys Denim
Jeans
*Fashion Colors
*Sizes 8-18
*Poly Cotton Blend

.99

Now 10

Now4.99,

Orig. $11

Mens Hunt Club®
Boys Dress Shirts
Shirts
*Short Sleeve
*Solid Colors
*100% Cotton Knit
*Size Sm., Med., Lg., XL

Orig. $22

Now

*Sizes 8-16
*Solids and Fancy

10.99

Mens 2 pc. Suits

Orig. $165

°rig" $8 and $9

Now4.99

Prep Boys Pants

055% Poly 45% Wool
*Solids and Patterns
*Regulars and Longs

3.99

.
99
Now 4

*Placket Front Style
*School Age S, M,L
*Solid Colors

Mens Fox®
Shirts

*100% Cotton
*Prep Sizes
*Solid Colors

Now89.99

Now4.99

Orig. $16

Mens And Boys Athletic Footwear
Group III
Group II

*Canvas Court Shoes
*Hi And Low Cut
'White/Black Navy/White
Orig. 9.99

Now

Orig. $11-$12

Boys Knit
Shirts

*Solid Colors
*Cotton and Cotton Blend
*Sizes Sm, Med., Lg., XL

Now9.99

Orig. $20

Now8.99

*Stone Wash or Over Dye
*100% Cotton
*Youthful Styling

9.99
.

Now

'Long Sleeve
'Prep and School Age Sizes
•PolCotton Blend

Men's Fashion
Jeans

Ladies Shirts

Orig. $15

Boy's Plaid
Shirts

Now2.99

•Nylon/Leather Jogger
*Rubber Sole
*Black, Brown, Navy
Orig. 11.99

*Canvas Court Shoes
*Low Cut Style
*White With Trim

Now6.99

Now4.99 Orig. 12.99

JCPenne
U..14.4e;r".—

Chestnut MilloShopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-40110
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earlier this year by the
American Association of
University Professors.
In another opinion
issued Monday, the attorney general's office
said a lawyer cannot
report to the state that
one of his clients is the
victim of spouse abuse if
the client does not want it
reported.
The state adult protection act requires professionals to report
suspected cases of spouse
abuse to the state Human
Resources Cabinet.
Assistant Attorney
General David Smith told
Louisville attorney
Stephen Mershon that the
law is intended for the
benefit of people who are

not able to manage their
own affairs because of
mental or physical incapacity.
"A person who employs
a lawyer indeed has an
available, willing,
responsible and able
representative," Smith
wrote.
Smith said it was his
conclusion that the law
"neither requires nor
permits a lawyer to
breach the confidence
between himself and his
client.
"However, we would
urge attorneys to inform
their clients of the
benefits of reporting
abuse to the Cabinet for
Human Resources,"
Smith said.

Teacher strike disrupts
classes in several cities
By The Associated Press
A teachers strike
threatened to disrupt a
desegregation plan for
56,000 St. Louis students
while walkouts in six
states kept 196,000 pupils
out of classes today, but
Pittsburgh, Boston and
Detroit all averted job actions at the start of the
school year.
Strikes by teachers
were reported in
Missouri, Illinois, Rhode
Island, New Jersey,
Washington and
Michigan, but union officials said Tuesday said
they did not expect as
many teacher strikes this
year as in 1982, when
there were 125.
Albert Shanker, president of the American
Federation of Teachers,
and Howard Carroll, a
National Education
Association spokesman,
cited the easing of inflation and the attention now
being paid to reform.
A staff of administrators, substitutes
and volunteers were
prepared to conduct
classes on the first day of
school in St. Louis today
as officials said they may
seek a court order to
force the district's 3,500
teachers back to work. As
public employees, they
are forbidden to strike.
Salaries and class size
were the points of contention, said Evelyn Battle
White, president of Local
420 of the American
Federation of Teachers.
"We are prepared to
hold out for a long

strike," said St. Louis
School Superintendent
Jerome B. Jones after
teachers voted by a 2-to-1
margin to walk out Tuesday night.
Jones, who claimed the
only sticking point was
teacher pay, said the
strike will be
"disastrous" to a voluntary interdistrict
desegregation plan begun
this year.
East Detroit is one of 24
Michigan school districts
in which strikes have
delayed the beginning of
fall classes for about
90,000 students.
In Rhode Island,
Pawtucket schools shut
down Tuesday after
teachers set up picket
lines around 15 schools
serving 8,700 students.
The 641 union members
voted unanimously to
refuse to work without a
contrct after rejecting an
offer of raises ranging
rom 2.5 percent to 6 percent over three years.
Strikes marred the
start of classes for 30,000
students in Washington
State, but Seattle area
teachers averted a strike
that would have affected
44,000 youngsters in the
state's largest school
district.
About 4,900 pupils in
Crete-Monee, Ill., got a
day off Tuesday when
talks broke off for nearly
300 teachers.
More than 6,500
students were but of
school in New Jersey
when teachers in two
districts continued
strikes Tuesday.

•

District highway manager
moved to Louisville office
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Terry Willis,
Bowling Green's district
highway manager, has
been named general
manager for the
Louisville district office,
the state Transportation
Cabinet announced Tuesday.
Transportation
Secretary James Runke
announced the Willis
transfer, saying he
wanted someone with
Willis' "kind of responsiveness" in the position.
Willis, an engineer who
has worked for the state
18 years, had held the
Bowling Green post since
September 1981. He

replaces Al Lemieux of
Bardstown, who has been
reassigned to the
highway commissioner's
office in Frankfort until
his September 15 departure from state employment.
Cabinet spokesman
Jim Clarke says Willis
will be succeeded by Cliff
Ellis, who has been the
Bowling Green district's
operations engineer.
FRED ASTAIRE •
Dancer Fred Astaire
played Alister Mundy,
father of Alexander Mundy (Robert Wagner) in
the television series "It
Takes a Thief."
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RESTAURANT
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*
is back bigger and
*
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*
*
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*
*
t

*
*

•

better than ever!
Owned and operated by
Tressia and Earl Tobers
and starring an entire
new cast
serving:

*
*
*
*
*

'
6
*

I.
*
4
4

*
* Breakfast, plate lunches, steaks,
*
* catfish, seafood, homemade pies.
: Open Sun.-Wed.6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Thurs.6 a.m.-Midnight
*
*
*
Fri.-Sat.6 a.m.-2 a.m.
*
*
Watch next week's paper for
*
Grand Opening Specials.
*
*
0 753-4111 4
12th
S.
501
*
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2BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS!

STAINLESS
FLATWARE
Granada Itose
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•ELEGANT STAINLESS
FLATWARE WITH THE
GLEAMING HIGH POLISH OF FINE SILVER
... STYLED TO PLEASE
THE MOST DISCRIMINATING TASTE!
•HANDCRAFTEDQUALITY...
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN . . .

FEATURE OF THE WEEK!

•SUPERB FLATWARE TO
GRACE THE FINEST TABLE
... DISHWASHER SAFE AND
DETERGENT PROOF
•HEAVYWEIGHT, FOR LASTING FAMILY USE AND GRACEFUL ENOUGH FOR THE MOST
FORMAL ENTERTAINING

WITH EACH S5.00 PURCHASE.

COMPLETE40 PIECE
SERVICE FOR EIGHT
SAVE 50% WITH OUR

ONLY...

60(ON OUR

1

PLAN)

ACCESSORY SETS

FEATURE-OF-THE-WEEK
DIFFERENT PIECES ON SALE EACH WEEK DURING THIS FANTASTIC MONEY-SAVING
EVENT. AND COMPLETE YOUR SET WITH ADDITIONAL MATCHING SERVING PIECES
ON SALE EACH WEEK

111a

MATURE-OF-THEMEEK SCHEDULE
FEATURE
WEEK

REGULAR
PRICE

iTEPA

SPECIAL
PRICE

• FIRST
• SIXTH
• ELEVENTH

TEASPOON

890 290

WITH
EACH
S5 00
PURCHASE

• SECOND
•SEVENTH
• TWELFTH

DINNER FORK

990 290

WITH
EACH
S5 CO
PURCHASE

DINNER KNIFE *1.19 290

WITH
EAC,H
S500
PURCHASE

SALAD FORK

890 290

WITH
EACH
S5 00
PURCHASE

990 290

WITH
EACH
S500
PURCHASE

• THIRD
•• lip2„744E NTH

• FOURTH
• NINTH
• FOURTEENTH
•FIFTH
•TENTH
•FIFTEENTH

SOUP SPOON

4ICED TEA
CAKE SERVER
i alum
$2.99 1
LADLE
SPOONS
,
1 COLD MEAT
PIERCED "
FORK
SERVING SPOON
„SUGAR SPOON
2TABLEwoos $2.9101 BUTTER KNIFE $2.99

"U.”.

'''''...1"1P-4P-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••4

1-

V

11

111

/1

•

ow() idg(
\

COMPLETER PIECES ON
SALE THROUGHOUT THIS
OFFER AT THE LOW
PRICES SHOWN ON
CHART. HIGHLY POLISHED STAINLESS
FLATWARE...
IT'S THE VERY FINEST
ANYWHERE.

ADA
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Prices in this ad effective beginning Wednesday,
Sept. 7 thru Tuesday, ept. 13, 1983. We reserve the
riht to limit quantities a d correct errors.
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.111••
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sq

99

13 oz.
flaked

•M 2
IGA Bathroom Tissue

•9

•
Folger's Coffee

3 89
for•
Hunt's Tomato Sauce

Hunt's Tomato Juice

Tide detergent
limit one

.69

•
Ronco Spaghetti

6 oz.
7en
0
for•

2

p59

Hunt's Whole Tomatoes •
Hunt's Tomato Paste
•
•
•••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•me_e_•_•_•_•_• •_• •_•
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/iv Ronco Elbow Macaroni /
••

•••

de.

4••

4••
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aft
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Catibidge

Granada

•for 98
•
Larsen Veg All

2 98

40 piece service
for8only $11.80
ON OUR PLAN

for•
Lite Veg All

This Weeks Feature

for your
convenience

2•49

Teaspooli
9

With each
$5.00 purchase

Regular price 890

Joy Dish Liquid

\041

dried
4 Lb.

•29

Pinto Beans

16oz.

2for.79 2 79 2 89

IGA French Style Beans

for•
IGA Cut Green Beans

for•
IGA Early June Peas

the flavor of homemade cornbread fresh from
the oven. ..goodness gracious that's good!

Martha White
corn meal

Limit onis coupon
par family.
Coupon sixpiriss
Tv.,.. Sop.. 13

Limit 1
coupon pair
Coupon
isipiros
Twist , 5.pt. 1$

J•11-o 3% oz.

Alpo Beef Chunks

1.69

Instant
Pudding

.3 .99
for

with this coupon
7(015

with this coupon
No. 4.541

Mazola Corn Oil
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double coupons
Thursday,Sept.8
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▪. envoy the goodness of your own home cook- .•
.••
••• ing with the savings from Jim Adams. From
• Meat Loaf and Spaghetti to Creamed
•
i••
• Potatoes, quality at the right price from
•••
.
• Jim Adams.School is in,so please
••• drive carefully for our children.
..
▪
••••••••••••••••••••••••••...,
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Double savings with your favorite manufacturer's
coupons. We'll double the face value on coupons
up to .50 face value with the purchase of the specified product. Excluding "free coupons" and
"tobacco" or "coffee" coupons. Clip 'n save double
from your magazines, newspapers, or direct mail
coupons. Jim Adams makes the savings double.
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Fischer Rope Sausage

Lb.1•59
Fischer Special Bacon

2•59

Lb.

Fischer Hamlet

extra lean quality. 81% lean meat. Other
stores call it ground chuck. Compare the difference of your first choice in extra lean quality

ground beef
Lb.

1•49
Fischer Franks

1•29

Lb.

Williams Sausage

Fischer Wieners

Sunflower
Meal

5 Lb. Bog

‘of‘A
ow"

w‘ci

39

Lb. •
Yellow Delicious Apples

Temporary Price
Reductions in
each aisle for
additional savings.
Look for the
TPR sign and save
on your favorite
brands and items.
IGA Orange Juice

IGA Biscuits

fondly.
Coupoa
expires
Two..Sop.. 13

•

•79

1.29

unto ems
esupse paw

Wall ono coupon
pot faually.
Coupon expires
Twos..Sop. 13

.34n.2for
velIk this coupon

Florida Seedless Limes

56.11111011

• Orange
• Jule*
•

30in

with this coupon

pa

Totlno Party Plaza

+OP

1.2

-
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Memphis chooses Love

USFL holds expansion draft
NEW YORK API —
Memphis Coach Pepper
Rodgers calls it an exercise in making a
"calculated guess."
The United States Football League prefers the title Allocation Selection
Draft.
Whatever, it's the way
six USFL expansion
teams began filling their
rosters on Tuesday. And
most of the new teams
were guessing defense in
the draft, which was adjourned after 20 rounds,
with four more scheduled
today.
The Pittsburgh
Maulers had the top
selection in the draft and
chose defensive tackle
Mark Buben, a 6-foot-3,
260-pounder from Tufts
who played in all 18
games with the Chicago
Blitz in the USFL's inaugural season this year.
'Joe Haering (a
Maulers' assistant
coach) was with the Blitz
and knew his abilities,"
said Pittsburgh Coach
Joe Pendry. "I coached
against him, and Ellis
Rainsberger ( another
Pittsburgh assistant who
was with Denver last
season) coached against
him. For our priorities,
we felt he was an excellent choice. Right now,

0

LOVE — Former
Murray State and
All-America safety,
Terry Love, was
selected in the
USFL expansion
draft by the Memphis Showboats.
The 6-2, 205-pound
defensive back was
drafted from the
Boston Breakers,
one of two players
from that team
chosen by the Memphis expansion
club.
As a junior at
MSU, Love led the
Racers to the Ohio
Valley Conference
championship.
we feel he should start for
us."
Pittsburgh recently
signed New York Jets
cornerback Jerry
Holmes, and Pendry said
the team plans to stress
defense.
-Our next defensive
need is in the line, and
Mark Buben played on
the best defensive line in
the USFL last year," added Pendry, an assistant
with the Philadelphia
Stars last season.
Buben was with the
NFL's New England
Patriots from 1979-81,

J

thers; offensive tackle
Tim Norman, by the San
Antonio Gunslingers
from Chicago; defensive
tackle Phil Dokes, by the
Jacksonville Bulls from
Michigan, and offensive
tackle Greg Fairchild, by
the Memphis Showboats
from the Panthers.
"There's no way we
can know more about the
Chicago players than
(Chicago Coach) George
Allen," said Rodgers.
"Ours is a calculated
guess."
Each of the 12 existing
USFL franchises was
able to protect 29 players
from its regular 40-man
rosters, and 10 members
of the developmental
squads. Each time a
team lost a player, it was
able to protect another.
In the second round,the
teams drafted in inverse
order with Memphis
leading off by taking offensive tackle Leo
Biedermann from
Oakland.

playing all 16 games his
first and last years and
spending 1980 on the injured reserve list. He also
played four games with
the NFL's Cleveland
Browns in 1982, before
joining the USFL.
The Houston Gamblers
had the choice after Pitt"There are some good
sburgh and took defensive end Brad Anae from players up there, but obviously there are no great
Philadelphia.
The other first-round ones," added Rodgers.
The first quarterback
picks were: defensive was not selected until the
end Curtis Anderson, by sixth round, when Memthe Oklahoma Outlaws phis, again first up, chose
from the Michigan Pan- Mike Kelley from the
Tampa Bay Bandits.
Kelley, from Georgia
Tech, saw considerable
service last season after
No site for the Lex- John Reaves and Jimmy
ington game had been Jordan, the Bandits' top
selected.
two quarterbacks were
Kentucky also plays the injured. He completed 81
Soviet national team in of 166 passes for 1,003
Lexington, Nov. 72, four yards and four
days before playing touchdowns with five inLouisville.
terceptions.

UK plans four basketball scrimmages
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP ) — Four intrasquad
games are planned by the
University of Kentucky
basketball team in
November, according to
the school's sports information office.

The exhibitions are
scheduled Nov. 10 at
Summit Junior High
School near Ashland,
Nov. 12 at Hopkinsville
High, Nov. 14 at Knott
County High in Hindman
and Nov. 15 in Lexington.
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UP ... AND GOOD — (Above) Jeff Lancaster attempted a 53-yard field
goal, his first kick of the
season, and (below) his expression afterwards reveals his success. Southeast
Missouri's l'imbo Jones
(1)barely missed blocking the kick which earned Lancaster the Ohio Valley
Conference specialist of the
week award.

OVC honors Lancaster
with specialist award
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Murray State
kicker Jeff Lancaster earned the Ohio Valley
Conference's specialist of the week award for his
53-yard field goal during the Racers' 25-11 victory over Southeast Missouri. The Hopkinsville,
Ky., native's effort was four yards shy of the
school and OVC record.
After his kick, Lancaster enjoyed the congratulations of his teammates. "It was about as
right as I could kick it," he said.
Observers near the goal line insisted his effort
had enough distance to have been good for at
least another five yards.
The 53-yarder, Lancaster's first kick of the
season, was coincidentally duplicated in the
same game by Southeast Missouri kicker Steve
Williams.
The league's offensive and defensive players
of the week are Middle Tennessee quarterback
Mickey Corwin and Eastern Kentucky
noseguard Mike McShane.
Corwin, a 5-foot-11, 226-1b. junior from
Downey, Calif., led the Blue Raiders to a 51-0 victory over Savannah State last weekend, hitting 9
of 10 passes for 213 yards and a pair of
touchdowns while playing just over two
quarters.
McShane, 5-10, 175-1b. St. Petersburg, Fla.,
native, had 11 tackles, six assists and a tacklefor-loss as defending NCAA Division I-AA champion Eastern Kentucky came from behind to
defeat East Tennessee State 21-15.
Eastern Kentucky freshman quarterback
Greg Parker earned OVC rookie of the week
honors. Parker, a 5-11, 175-1b. Tampa, Fla.,
native, came off the bench to rally the Colonels
from a 13-0 second quarter deficit, hitting 6 of 8
passes for 114 yards and one touchdown.

25% Off
Plus 20% Off
At Register

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Was it a touchdown or wasn't it? Only the officials
knew for sure.
The college football season has just begun and it
promises to be another wacky one if the ArizonaOregon State game is any indication.
Early in the game, Oregon State's Charles
Stempeck dropped back to punt but dropped the
snap. When he picked it up and tried to kick the ball,
several Arizona players were on top of him and
blocked the punt at the OSU 17-yard line.
Arizona's Byron Evans grabbed the ball at the 7,
headed for the corner of the end zone and was
knocked out of bounds at the flag.
For some reason, which no one noticed in the confusion, the ball was spotted at the 3. Arizona's Neon
Edwards was stopped just short of the goal line on a
dive and the Wildcats prepared for their seconddown play.
Whoa! Referee Larry Thompson came over and
asked Arizona Coach Larry Smith, "Did you mean
to go for two points?"
"Huh?" was Smith's reaction. "I never saw a
signal that we scored."
"You mean you don't know you scored a
touchdown on the blocked punt?" Thompson asked.
"That was your conversion try."
"We looked at the films," Smith said the next
day,"and we couldn't find any official who signaled
a touchdown."
The officials ruled that Edwards'run had to stand
as a 2-point conversion attempt. The failure made
little difference — Arizona romped 50-6 — except to
placekicker Max Zendejas, who later tied the school
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record for most points in a game by kicking with
three field goals and five PATs.
It wasn't the best of nights for Oregon State,
which was penalized three times for having too
many defensive players on the field — 12 once, 13
another time and 15 the other.
Arizona's Tom Tunnicliffe even completed an 11yard pass against the Beavers' 15-man defense,
which press box wags referred to as a 5-5-5 alignment.
Just your basic nickel defense.
"They knocked us loose from the football," said
Oregon State Coach Joe Avezzano. "They knocked
our backs loose. They knocked our receivers loose.
they caused interceptions. They were extremely
itntirnidating."
• • •
If it's true that beauty is only skin deep, the
University of Connecticut should have lovely
players.
Almost two dozen of them have had their right
hips tattooed with pictures ranging from a Husky
dog — the school's mascot — to a tweety bird.
"It's a conversation piece. It breaks up the
monotony," said tackle Dave Gracon, who has a
raccoon tattoo with his nickname "Coon"
underneath.
"You should have seen Gracon getting his (tattoo)," said ale player, who declined to be identified. "He was white as a piece of adhesive tape."

PPK competition sponsored
by Murray-Calloway Jaycees
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The Punt, Pass and
Kick Competition, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees, will be Saturday
at 9 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Park.

Driveway Sealer
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Was it a touchdown? Or not?

.
- Children
'
s Summer Wear
.
Including
. Carter's
. Heolthtex
Price
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" Info Toddlers 8 Girls 4 T'o 6X & 7 to 14

.

6

Applications for the
competition may be obtained at Auto Laundry,
Druthers,or at the offices
of the principals of
Calloway and Murray
Middle Schools.
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Old rivals meetfor championship
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Phillies in throes of disorganization;
Schmidt says don't bet on recovery
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Associated Press
Special Correspondent
Can a disorganized,
demoralized and
disinterested ball club
survive the tightest divisional race in the major
leagues and claw its way
into the World Series?
"Who knows?" says
Mike Schmidt, All-Star
third baseman of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
"This game plays tricks
on you. Don't try to
analyze it. Maybe this
year will be a mirror of
1980 when we won 19 of
the last 27 games to pull it
out. I hope so, but I
wouldn't bet on it.
"This is nothing like the
club we had three years
ago."
Schmidt needs to look
only at his own statistics
without exploring other
negative aspects of the
Phillies' current season
— the mid-season firing
of Manager Pat Corrales
and, replacement by 59year-old General
Manager Paul Owens —
the ensuing confusion,
consternation and
lethargy that swept the
clubhouse.
"We have no sense of
direction," Schmidt said.
"We have developed no
stability. Nobody is sure
who the manager is —
who is calling the shots.
From day to day, we
don't know what the
lineup is going to be. You
don't know who's going to
hit in front of or behind
you.
"Only two places are
fixed in the lineup. I'll hit
fourth or fifth, DeJesus
(Ivan, shortstop), eighth.
The rest is a grab bag.
"The pressure on
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everybody is tremendous. We're always
relieved when we start a
road trip where we can
meet friendly people. The
fans boo us unmercifully
and don't play favorites.
We have guys on the club
who are potential Hall of
Famers (Pete Rose,
Steve Carlton, Joe
Morgan,Schmidt himself
for starters) and they get
booed as much as
anybody."
Schmidt has a right to
be offended. All-time club
leader in home runs,
eight times an All-Star,
perennial Golden Glove
third baseman, he has
been a major factor in the
Phillies' winning of four
division crowns in seven
years and the World
Series in 1980.
In 1980 he won both the
National League and
World Series MVP
awards. He led the majors in home runs with 48,
batted .286 and knocked
in 121 runs. In the World
Series, he batted .381, hit
two homers and drove in
the decisive run that clinched the series over Kan-

"When I hit before or.
after a guy who is batting
.240 or .250, pitchers can
pitch around me," he
said. "Take Andre
Dawson of the (Montreal)
Expos. I'll wager his
place in the, lineup with
good hitters like Gary
Carter and Al Oliver
hasn't changed a couple
of times all year."
Gary Matthews, who
last year hit in front of
Schmidt, is batting .268

Cosell apologizes for 'monkey'
remark during football broadcast
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MIKE SCHMIDT

sas City in the sixth
game. He repeated as National League MVP in
1981.
This year, Schmidt's
power figures are good,
33 home runs through
Monday's game with the
New York Mets, with 94
runs batted in. His batting average has dipped
to an anemic .249.
"There must be 10 different reasons my
average is so low," he
said prior to a game in
New York. "I don't want
to go into all of them.
They involve injuries,
personnel and failure of
the team generally to hit.
"With a lot of close 2-1
or 1-1 games,I feel when I
come to the plate I am expected to hit the ball out
of the park.lam trying to
force the game.
"When I purposely try
to hit home runs, I hit
under the ball to get some
loft. This isn't natural.
Sometimes I feel it would
be nice to go up there
totally relaxed and just
wheel away. I know my
average would be better."
The 31-year-old slugger
said he also was unnerved by constant juggling of
the lineup.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Sportscaster Howard
Cosell, acknowledging
that he referred on the air
to Washington Redskins
wide receiver Alvin Garrett as "that little
monkey," has apologized
for it and says the remark
was "not remotely connected to racism."
Moreover, Cosell said
Tuesday on his New York
Radio show, "a little
monkey" is what he calls
his own grandson.
The Rev. Joseph
Lowery, president of the
Southern Christian
Leadership Conference,
said Tuesday night that
Cosa had called him to
apologize for using the
term during ABC's
telecast Monday night of
the game between the
Redskins and the Dallas
Cdwboys.
During a replay of a
Garrett pass reception in
the second quarter, he
said Washington Coach
Joe "Gibbs wanted to get
this kid and that little
!monkey gets loose,
doesn't be?"
Lowery, who said at a
Tuesday news conference
Oesell's comment "was a
slip thud reflected a

thought" and said Cosell
"ought to be man enough
big enough to say 'I said it
and I'm sorry." He was
also critical of the
"absence of blacks" on
TV crews.
Tuesday night, Lowery
said Cosell had called
him and "told me over
the phone that he regretted using the word and
assured me and millions
of people that he did not
use the word in a
derogatory fashion.
"I was satisfied by
what he said to me on the
telephone, but I do want
to know what he said to
the public," said Lowery,
who said Cosell promised
to send him a tape of the
radio program. "If he
said what he said to me,
I'm satisfied."
Cosell was supported
both by Redskins owner
Jack Kent Cooke said the
team's management was
"flabbergasted at the
furor raised" over the
comment and Garrett.
The receiver said in a
statement issued by the
Redskins:
"I did not, and do not,
take exception to
he said about
:
ne
a YtitaIL broadcast last.

night. Matter of fact, I
am pleased that he singled me out for such
favorable attention."
Cosell said in his broadcast: "I respect and admire Alvin Garrett. I was
bragging on him with affection and I used a word
I use when playing with
my own grandson."
Cosell enumerated a
long list of black athletes
who had been his friends,
including the late Jackie
Robinson, Muhammad
All, Curt Flood, Willie
Stargell, Joe Greene and
Sugar Ray Leonard.
"Jack Roosevelt Robinson was the greatest influence of my life," he
said. "We worked
together in the black
ghettos of New York."
He also noted that he
had spoken out for black
managers, coaches and
front office personnel in
football and basketball
and against holding boxing cards in South Africa
because of the country's
apartheidpolicies.
Lowery said be received several calls Monday
night from blacks who
were apsht by .the
remark.

with only 44 RBI. Bo
Diaz, who hit behind him,
has slumped to .222. The
42-year-old Rose, his consecutive game playing
streak broken after 745
games, is batting only
.245 and is being platooned. Von Hayes, the young
outfielder picked up in a
major off-season deal
with Cleveland, is hitting
.261.
"Only two guys are hitting above .300 — Jof
Lefebvre and Greg
Gross," Schmidt said.
"We have the oldest guys
in the league and the
youngest. Some are
disenchanted with the
management and want to
get out. Almost
everybody is confused.
"Baseball can be a
humbling game."

Shriver, Navratilova in Open finals
NEW YORK (AP) —
They are best friends,
doubles partners and two
of the top players in
women's tennis. It's just
that Pam Shriver keeps
getting in Martina
Navratilova's way.
One year ago, when
Navratilova was supposed to win the United
States Open Tennis
Championship, her pal
Pam destroyed the
dream in the quarterfinals.
Now Martina is supposed to win the Open again
and she's advanced a step
closer this time, reaching
Friday's semifinal round.
And there, waiting for
her again,is Shriver.
Navratilova continued
her straight sets march
through the tournament
with a 6-0, 6-3 destruction
of No. 7 Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany Tuesday.
Meanwhile, Shriver,
seeded fifth, upset No. 3
Andrea Jaeger 7-6,6-3.
On the men's side of the
draw, with No. 1 John
McEnroe already
eliminated, No. 2 Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia,
No. 4 Yannick Noah of
France, No. 5 Mats
Wilander of Sweden and
No. 9 Jimmy Arias completed the quarter-final
lineup.
Lendl defeated No. 12
Johan Kriek 6-2, 6-4,- 6-1;
Noah eliminated 16-yearold Aaron Krickstein 6-3,
7-6, 6-3; Wilander finished
Andres Gomez of
Ecuador 6-2, 6-1, 6-2; and
Arias won 12 straight
games in the last two sets
to down Joachim
Nystrom of Sweden 3-6, 63,3-6,6-0,6-0.
In the men's quarters,
Arias plays Noah and
Wilander meets Lendl.
Shriver and
Navratilova are entered
in the women's doubles
tournament at the Open
and reached the quarter-

Pittsburgklurler keeps
streak over 28 innings
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Rookie Lee Tunnell fired
a three-hitter to extend
his streak of scoreless innings to 28, leading the
Pittsburgh Pirates to a 50 triumph over the St.
Louis Cardinals Tuesday
night.
Tunnell, 8-5, pitched his
second shutout of the
season and his third complete game. The righthander struck out five
and walked three as Ken
Oberkfell singled three
times for St. Louis' only
hits.
Jim Morrison, playing
third base in place of
Pirates regular Bill
Madlock — who suffered
a torn tendon in his left
calf Monday. night —
drove in two runs with a
home run and an RBI
grotutdout
The Pirates scored
twice in the second inning
with the help of two

singles and two errors.
After Tony Pena singled
and Morrison walked,
Dale Berra singled home
Pena. Morrison then
scored from second base
on errors by first
baseman George Hendrick and loser John
Stuper, 9-10, while
mishandling Tunnell's
bunt.
Pittsburgh added runs
in the fourth on Morrison's fifth homer and in
the sixth when Mike
Easter doubled and later
scored on Morrison's
groundout Berra doubled
and scored on Joe Orsulak's sacrifice fly in the
ninth.

finals of that competition
with a 6-2,6-2 victory over
Carling Bassett of
Canada and Ivanna
Madruga-Osses of Argentina Tuesday night.
"You want to play well
in doubles before you
play her (in singles),"
Shriver said. "Maybe
she'll think you're playing great and be scared."
Navratilova, who has
lost just two singles matches since Shriver beat
her here last year, laughed at that. "You can't
think that you better not
give anything away in the
doubles like 'God, I can't
hit my forehand," she

said.
Shriver is looking forward to the showdown
with her friend.
"I like my chances here
whenever! play her," she
said. "She doesn't have
good memories of me
here and it tends to bring
out the emotional side of
me which helps me concentrate hard and that's
when I'm at my best."
Lendl has dominated
the men's side of the
draw much the way
Navratilova has owned
the women's side. Like
Martina, he has not lost a
set in the tournament and
in four matches, he has

had his service broken
only once.
"I feel I am playing
very well, but I don't
know if it's my very
best," he said.
Still, he is haunted by
the specter of never having won a Grand Slam
event like the Open.
"I am winning a lot.
I'm ranked fairly high.
I'm making a very good
living and there is much
satisfaction in it," he
said. "Obviously, there
would be more satisfaction if I were winning the
big ones, but I am trying
my best and there's
nothing else I can do."

SCOREBOARD

DataShack
Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck oartsmsave 10-50%
Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Baltimore
81 54
600
Milwaukee
76 59
569 4
Detroit
77 60
262 5
New York
76 60
559 5'.'
Toronto
77 64
546 7
Boston
67 72
493 16
Cleveland
62 76
.449 204
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
79 59
.572
Kansas City
65 73
.471 14
Oakland
66 75
.468 14)-I
Texas
65 75
.464 15
California
63 75
.457 16
Minnesota
59 81
.421 21
Seattle
53 85
.384 X
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 6,California 4
Baltimore 1, Boston 1
Detroit at Cleveland, ppd., rain
Milwaukee 6, New York 3
Minnesota 5, Texas 3, 10 innings
Seattle 3, Kansas City 1
Chicago 7, Oakland 6
Wednesday's Game
California (Forsch 11-9) at Toronto
(Lorain-10),th)
Barton (Boyd 4-4) at Baltimore
(Flanagan 9-3),( n
Detroit )Wilcox 8-9 and Petry 1541
at Cleveland (Sorensen 9-9 and Behenna 0-0),2(t-n
Oakland i Heimueller 3-3)at Chicago
I Koosman 10-71, n
New York ( Fontenot 3-21 at
Milwaukee(Porter 64),( n
Seattle(Yoimg 10-13) at Kansas City
(Splittorff 10-7),( n)
Minnesota(Williams 10.12) at Texas
(Hough 13-12), n)
Thursday's Games
New York at Milwaukee,( n)
California at Chicago,(fl)
ith'ITING (340 at bats I: Boggs,
Boston, .365; Carew, California, .351;
Trammell, Detroit, .327; Moseby,
Toronto, .328; Simmons, Milwaukee,
.316.
RUNS: Ripken, Baltimore, IS; Murray, Baltimore, 97; Moseby, Toronto,
93; Boggs, Boston, 88; Cooper,
Milwaukee,I&
RBI: Cooper, Milwaukee, 1011; Rice,
Boston, 109; Winfield, New York. 99;
Parrish, Detroit, IS; Armes, Boston,
97.
HITS: Boggs, Boston, 112; Cooper,
Milwaukee, 172; Whitaker, Detroit,
170; Ripken, Baltimore, 166; McRae,
Kansas City, 161.
DOUBLES: Boggs, Boston, 43;
McRae, Kansas City, 38; Ripken,
Baltimore, XI; Parrish, Detrcit, 37;
Brett, Kansas City, X; Hrbek, Minnesota,36.
TRIPLES: Griffin, Toronto, 9;
Franco, Cleveland, I; Gunther,
Milwaukee, 8; Winfiekl, New York, 8;
Yount, Milwaukee,1.
HOME RUNS: Rice, Boston,34; Kittle, Chicago. 32; Armes, Boston, 31;
Murray, Baltimore

South 12th StrEmot

from the new

NATIONAL LEAGUE
LOUISVILLE. Ky.( API — Here are
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB the five ranked teams in each
class of Kentucky high school football,
Montreal
70 66 , .515 —
with records and total points.
Pittsburgh
71 67
514 —
Jefferson County 4A
Philadelphia
70 67
.511
Lt
1. Trinity
St. Louis
2-050
69 68
.504 Pi
1St.
Xavier
Chicago
2-042
62 76
449 9
3.
Southern
New York
2-135
56 80
.420 13
4. DeSales
2-011
WEST DIVISION
5. Jeffersontown
Los Angeles
2.010
79 59
.572 —
Atlanta
State
4A
78 60
.565 1
1. Owensboro
Houston
2-096
72 65
.529 6'-i
2. Madisonville
San Diego
2-051
69 71
.493 11
3.
Cliristian
San Francisco 66 73
County
2-132
.475 134
4. Bryan Station
Cincinnati
1-221
64 76
.457 16
3-0 10
5- AMU°
Tuesday's Games
ClassIA
Montreal 8, Chicago 2
1. Fort Thomas
Philadelphia 2, New York 0
2.040
2. Franklin Simpson
Houston at Atlanta, ppd.,rain
1-130
3. Woodford
Pittsburgh 5,St Louis0
3429
4. Paducah Tilgtunan
Cincinnati 11,San Francisco 1
2-119
5. Hopkinsville
San Diego 6, Los Angeles 3
2-1 14
Class 2A
Wednesday's Games
1. Corbin
Chicago (Notes 54( at Montreal
2-030
I. Somerset
( Rogers 16-9), in )
3-03.0
3.
Middlesboro
Pittsburgh ( Rhoden 10.11 ( at St.
1-1 18
4. Fort Knox
Louis(Cox 1-3), In )
3.017
5. Glasgow
Houston Scott 0-4) at San Diego
2-116
,.
Class A
(Lollar 7-10). n
1. Fort Campbell
2.092
Cincinnati ( Pastore 7.12) at Loa
2. Paris
2-034
Angeles(Reuss 10-10). in)
3.
Russellville
1-1 19
Atlanta (Doyley 4-5) at San Fran4. Cumberland
24 17
cisco(Garrelts04), In)
5. fieechwood
24 12
Thursday's Games
,
Houston at San Diego
Cincinnati at Los Angeles,( n I
Atlanta at San Francisco, In).
Only games scheduled
BATTING (340 at bats. Madlock.
Pittsburgh, .322; Cm. Houstcc, .330:
Dawson, Montreal, .318; Hendrick, St.
Louis,.310; Murphy, Atlanta,.313.
RUNS: Murphy. Atlanta, 114:
Raines, Montreal, 107; Dawson, Montreal, 94; Evans, San Francisco, 87;
Schmidt,Philadelphia, Ct.
RBI: Dawson, Montreal, 100; Murphy. Atlanta, 99; Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 94; Gurrrrro.Los
Angeles,$9; TICennedy,San Diego,It
HITS: Dawson, Montreal, 170; Cruz,
Houston, IC; Oliver, Montreal, 180;
Thon, Houston,119; Ramirez, Atlanta,
157.
DOUBLES: Buckner, Chicago, 36;
Dawson, Montreal, 32, Knight,
Houston, 32; Oliver, Montreal, 32;
Ray,Pittsburgh,31.
TRIPLES: Butler, Atlanta, 12;
Then, Houston, 9; Cruz, Houston, 8;
Green, St. Louis, 8; Washington,
Atlanta,I.
HOME RUNS: Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 33; Dawson, Montreal,
29; Evans,San Filmdom,28, Murphy,
Atlanta,II; Guerrero, Los Angeles,27.
STOLEN BASES: Raines, Montreal,
1111; Wiggins,San Diego,53; S. Sax, Lee
Angeles, X; Wibcin, New York, 43;
LeMaster,San Francisco,39.
PITCHING (13 decisions). Oroaco,
New York, 13-6, .722, 1.30; Denny,
Philadelphia, 134, .614, 2.50.

Track

INGELHEIM, West
Germany (AP) —
British runner Steve
Ovett, fresh from his
world-record victory in
the 1,500-meter event,
won the 1,000 meter race
over West Germany's
Wolfgang Frombold at
the International Sportfest track and field meet.
In other events,
American Don Paige
won the 800 meters,
while Dietmar Moegenburg the high jump, Erwin Skamrahl the 200meter dash, Thomas
Wessinghage the 1,500
meters, and Juergen
Evers the 100-meter
dash and his first 400meter run.

753-8971
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Purchase area hog market released

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT-- INVESTMENTS

Mrs. Hall, 77, Mr. Farmer's
dies; funeral rites planned
to be Friday
on Thursday
Mrs. Cloteil Paschall
Hall, 77, 517 South 13th
St., died today at 6:40
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Countridospital.
She was a member of
Westside Baptist Church.
Born March 30, 1906, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Bethel Paschall and
Ellen Orr Paschall.
Mrs. Hall is survived
by her husband, Lenon S.
Hall; one daughter, Mrs.
Jerry (Joanne) Windsor,
520 South Sixth St.; one
granddaughter, Mrs.
Terry Ronda)1
Windsor,
Rt. 8; one nephew,
Howard Paschall, Rt. 1,
Farmington.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Don
Farmer, Westside
minister, will officiate.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10
am,Thursday.

Lester Hart's
funeral rites
held at grave
Graveside services for
Lester Hart were Tuesday at 3 p.m. at the
Puryear City Cemetery.
Officiating was T. Leon
Ridgeway. Ridgeway
Morticians of Paris,
Tenn., was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Hart, 72, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday morning at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris.
Born March 26, 1911, in
Henry County, he was the
son of the late John Hart
and Mollie Beaver Hart.
Survivors are two
sisters, Mrs. Hattie Davis
of Orlando, Fla., and
Mrs. Hanle Kimbel of
Paris, and one brother,
Homer Hart of Paris.

Freddie Gee
named jailer
at Shelbyville
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — In the wake of a
five-man jailbreak last
week, Shelby County
Judge-Executive Bobby
Stratton has appointed
deputy jailer Freddie Gee
as jailer.
Stratton said last week
that the Aug. 28 jail
escape was Gee's fault,
as Gee was overpowered
when he opened a cell
door to take a bag of trash
from an inmate. But
Tuesday, Stratton said,
"everyone's entitled to
one mistake."
The 32-year-old Gee
had been interim jailer
since his predecessor's
resignation Aug. 16.
The day after the
jailbreak, Gee began a 40hour course required for
all jailers. Stratton said
that training and the expected adoption of a
Shelby County Jail policy
manual should improve
jail operations.
All five escapees were
captured, although one
died after a shootout with
Louisville police.

Services for Rudy
Farmer will be Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Forrest Lawn
Cemetery, Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
The McCurdy Funeral
Home, Council Bluffs, is
in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Farmer,82, former
resident of Calloway
County, died Monday at
Veterans Hospital,
Omaha.
He is survived by his
wife; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Farmer Ray, Rt. 1,
Murray; two half sisters;
several nieces, nephews
and cousins.
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Per S Gel. Pail

Murray Supply
Co.

208 E. Main

753-3361

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Hyde Park Big Rolls

a

SUPER MARKET
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
or Drinks on Special

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps
Lynn Grove
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Students required
to do homework
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Public school
students this year must
complete minumum
homework assignments
that plus minimum home
study hour requirements,
according to Superintendent David Lusk.
"This disrictwide
homework policy was one
of the goals of our next
four-year school improvement plan," Lusk
said. "It is in concert with
sevral other goals, including requiring and increase in graduations requirements from 18 to 20
hours, requiring additonal science and math
courses in all of the
diploma programs at
Holmes High School and
our new policy of requiring a competency test for
graduation." he added.
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Raw sewerage
seen in creek
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Banklick Creek
from Interstate-275 to the
Licking River in Kenton
Coiunty will remain
polluted for weeks unless
there are heavy rains to
wash raw sewage away,
says Mike Dixon state environmentalist.
About 12 million gallons
poured into the creek last
week when a pressurized
main broke at the
Lakeview Pumping Station.
Dixon, a water
specialist with the Kentucky Cabinet for Natural
Resourses and Environmental Protection,
said the leak has been
repaired.
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Homeless receive accommodations

1

NEW YORK (AP) - back to the city.
Unemployment, which
When the city welfare
The Browns' e x- means evictions for nondepartment told Sydney perience illustrates the paymen
t of rent, has been
Brown that he and his plight of the city's high
for several years.
family would be placed in homeless families, whose Similarl
y, the monthly
a New Jersey motel, he number has swelled to rent
allowance for
figured it couldn't be more than 2,000 this sum- welfare
recipients - a
worse than the hotel mer, and the dilemma of
mere $218 in one of the nawhere his family was put the city government, tion's
tightest, most exup after they lost their which has a policy of pro- pensive
housing markets
home to foreclosure.
viding private temporary - has not changed since
But Brown wasn't accommodations for 1975.
prepared for what he saw them.
One theory is that the
when the taxi pulled up in
The number of homeless have become
front of Newark's Lincoln homeless has increased
more aware of what's
Motel: a clean, bright so fast this year that New availab
le because of
lobby, vaguely in the York has virtually exnews reports.
style of Las Vegas.
hausted the local supply "When you advertise,
"They must have made of moderately priced
you get business," Jorgen
a mistake," Brown told hotel space.
said. "People have
his wife and four
Most of what is left "is generally become aware
children.
not very desirable by that this is an entitleAs the Browns walked
middle-class standards," ment, a service which
is
past the swimming pool said Robert Jorgen,
availabletothem."
in the courtyard, he said, director of Crisis InFor the suddenly
"We're in the wrong tervention Services.
displaced, a city place."
What's left includes two provided room is not
And when they entered
hotels, the Martinique in always the only altertheir two air-conditioned
Manhattan and the native tothe street. There
rooms with telephones, Granada in Brooklyn, are,
neighbors, relatives,
televisions, and room and
where Gov. Mario Cuomo friends, private agencies.
maid service, he said, "I said state investigators
Social workers encourage
know this can't last too found "mind-boggling"
homeless families to find
long."
health conditions and such space, but there is
Brown, an unemployed
malnourished children.
no way to know if they
vocational counselor, was
The city sent families can and simply choose
right.
to New Jersey because not to.
This month, bowing to that was where the best "Somet
imes on nights
pressure from New
rooms could be had for when we're having troitJersey, New York of- what the government
ble placing people, people
ficials agreed to move the
pays - $32 a night for a who said they had
more than 300 homeless family of three. Now,
nowhere to go just disapfamilies that it had
with hotels like the Mar- pear, and we don't think
quartered in New Jersey, tinique under fire and
they're out on the street,"
"with New Jersey ruled Jorgen said.
out, there's only one way As the city is forced to
to go, and that's up in use more expensive hotel
price," Jorgen said.
space, chances are the
BOBBY WOLFF
That, Jorgen said, ex- demand will increase,
"Democracy is ever eager plains why . several Jorgen Worries.
for rapid progress, and the nomeiess families have "Ninety percent of our
only progress which can be occupied $98-a-nig ht people have rieNter had air
rapid is progress down hill." rooms in the Hilton Hotel conditioning in their
-- Sir James Jeans.
at Kennedy International apartments," he said.
Airport since Aug.8.
Now, "the word is out.
Hotel fare is split 50-25- People are asking, 'Why
25 by the federal, state should I live under these'
South saw quickly that he and local governments, conditions if I don't have
had only eight top tricks. But any amount beyond to."
The best shot for a ninth lay $32 must be covered by Brown said that when
with the diamond suit, but the city, which last July he is told to
leave the Linhe shouldn't have been in was paying $500,000 to coin, he
will not return to
such a hurry to establish temporarily house the the
"flea-bag, rat-trap"
that suit.
homeless. Today, the
South correctly refused figure is $2.1 million a where his family stayed
in Brooklyn, a hotel with
the first two hearts and won month.
the third round, isolating Meanwhile, homeless no roorn keys and
West's suit. Next, he played families' average hotel unlighted hallways.
He and other residents
the ace, king and another stay has moved
up to 5.7 of the Lincoln Motel have
diamond, and that was the months.
After six mon- formed the Penny Coaliend of the game. West won, ths,
federal aid ends.
tion and compiled a list of
cashed his two hearts and
the best that we can say for Although city welfare hotels at which homeless
South is that his play was officials know why people families should refuse to
are homeless they do not stay.
rapid.
"I make the game if know why homelessness
Although they do not
hearts are 4-4 or if East has has grown so much this like to live in a hotel, the
the third diamond," alibied year. Fires and landlord Browns have only praise
South. "Whenever West has abandonment - major for the Lincoln, which
a five card heart suit, East causes of homelessness Brown said "is cornis more likely to hold the - have not increased ap- parable with a Holiday
preciably.
third diamond.Inn."
I
South's alibi held some
truth, but not much. He
should have played a little
slower. After winning the
third heart, he should lead a
BOSTON (AP) - school shows that about 2
spade to dummy to lead a
low diamond. When East Youngsters who are slow or 3 percent of the
plays low, South wins his to grow tall or go through students appear to be
ace. Another spade is led to puberty may not be short because of poor
dummy to lead another eating enough because nutrition.
Most of the children
" diamond. When East's queen they are afraid of getting
appears, South is happy to fat, a study today con- came from homes in
have him win the trick. cludes.
which thinness was
South's ninth trick is now Researchers in a New highly regarded.
established and there are no York suburb identified Except for one girl who
further problems in scoring the syndrome, which they was permanently
call "fear of obesity," stunted, Lifshitz said all
nine tricks.
NORTH
9-7-A
and said it can per- the others appeared to be
*K Q 9
manently stunt young developing well during
111 7 2
people's
growth.
three years of normal
*96 5 3
They described 14 eating. Their yearly
•A K 4 3
youngsters, most of them weight gain had averaged
WEST
EAST
from affluent families, three pounds and their
•72
•8 6 5 4 3
Q 98 4 3
VKJ5
who failed to go through growth was just over one
* J 10 2
*Q 7
adolescence or grow inch. After they started
Q 10 9
•J 8 7
because they skipped eating properly, they put
SOUTH
meals and did not get on 24 pounds a year and
•A J 10
enough
calories,
grew nearly three inches.
flP A 106
"The most important
40 A K 8 4
pressure was a desire to
+652
be slim and lean and reVulnerable: Both. Dealer main attractive," said
South. The bidding:
Dr. Fima Lifshitz, one of
the researchers.
South
West
North East
The youngsters did not Best-selling country1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
have anorexia nervosa, Western records of the
the self-starvation week of Sept. 2, based on
disorder that leaves its Cashbox magazine's naOpening lead: Heart four
victims dangerously tionwide survey were as
Bid with The Aces
malnourished. Instead, follows:
1. "A Fire I Can't Put
Lifshitz said, "They all
South holds: 9-7-B
Out," George Strait
looked like short kids."
2. "I'm Only in It for
They ranged in age
+86543
the Love," John Conlee
from
9
17,
to
and
they
•K J 5
3. "Hey Bartender,"
sought Medical help
*Q 7
•J 8 7
because "they were not Johnny Lee
going into adolescence at 4. "Night Games,"
age when most of their Charley Pride
an
North South
5. "You're Gonna Ruin
friends were zooming
lie
My Bad Reputation,"
up," he said.
The study,conducted at Ronnie McDowell
ANSWER: Two hearts. North Shore University 6. "Why Do I Have to
Enough high cards for one Hospital in Manhasset, Choose," Willie Nelson
7. "Goin' Down Hill,"•
constructive bid. Support N.Y., was published in
partner's major in favor of the New England Journal John Anderson
8. "Flight 309 to Tenbidding the,, anemic spade of Msdieise- suit.
The•researchers are nessee,"Shelly West
--not sure how common 9."New Looks From an
Seed bridge Tleatiani to The Ace*, this problem is, but Lif- Old Lover," B.J.
Thomas
P0 Box 11363, Dallas, Tun 75225
10. "Dream Baby,"
ey being
with sall-addrawied, stamped envelope shitz said
for reply.
conducted at a high Lacy J. Dalton

ACES®

U.S. limitation of aid draws fire from critics
WASHINGTON(AP)The Reagan administration, cheered on by Congress, is limiting U.S.
help to poor countries,
prompting critics to say
the United States is losing
its old reputation for
generosity.
In recent months, the
administration has either
vetoed loans or expressed
its unhappiness about
loans for poorer countries
by international lending
agencies.
It has stretched out a
promise made in the
Carter administration to

provide more money for
an agency that lends to
only the neediest countries, and is willing to
make only smaller promises of its own.
Critics such as former
Defense Secretary
Robert McNamara say
the United States should
do more.
"We are not generous,"
he told reporters recently. "We're not doing our
share, however you wish
to define our share."
He and others suggest
that the U.S. attitude

Current best sellers listed
Current best seller
books for the week of
Sept. 2 as released by
Time magazine are as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Hollywood Wives,"
Jackie Collins
2. "Who Killed the
Robins Family?"
Thomas Chastain
3. "Christine.," Stephen
King
4. "Poland," James
Michener
5. "Changes," Danielle
Steel
6. "August," Judith
Rossner
7. "The Seduction of
Peter S.," Lawrence
Sanders
8. "White Gold
Wielder," Stephen R.
Donaldson
9. "The Name of the
Rose," Umberto Eco

10. "Monimbo," Moss&
De Borchgrave
NON-FICTION
1. "In Search of Excellence," Peters &
Waterman
2. "Creating Wealth,"
Robert G. Allen
3. "The One Minute
Manager," Blanchard &
Johnson
4. "Megatrends," John
Naisbitt
5. "Tough Times Never
Last," Robert H.Schuller
6. "Workout Book"
Jane Fonda
7. "Nothing Down,"
Robert G. Allen
8. "Out on a Limb,"
Shirley MacLaine
9. "Seeds of
Greatness," Denis E.
Waitley
10. "How to Satisfy a
Woman Every Time,"
Naura Hayden

Eurythmics top record chart
Best-selling records of
the week of Sept. 2, based
on Cashbox Magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "Sweet Dreams,"
Eurythmics
2. "Every Breath You
Take," The Police
3. "Maniac," Michael
Sembello
4. "Puttin' on the Ritz,"
Taco

5. "She Works Hard for
the Money," Donna Summer
6. "The Safety Dance,"
Men Without Hats
7. "Fascination," The
Human League
8. "I'll Tumble 4 Ya,"
Culture Club
9. "China Girl," David
Bowie
10. "Tell Her About It,"
Billy Joel

Egypt, Ghana, China and
India. Abstention is a
form of disapproval, even
when it has no practical
effect. Officially, all
votes are exclusively on
economic issues.
More importantly, the
administration is insisting it will contribute
no more than $750 million
a year to the International Development
Association -the biggest
source of easy loans for
the poorest countries.
Former President Carter
promised just under a
billion dollars a year for
three years, but the total
has been stretched out to
four years and still has
not been fully delivered
by Congress.
With the United States
holding back, officials
fear that other countries
may be discouraged from
contributing. Thirty or
more countries are expected to supplf Shout
three-quarters of the
resources of the development association, which
Is part of the World Bank.
McNamara, who headed the World Bank for 13
years, said the United
States gives only threeone hundreths of 1 percent of its income directly
to the poorest countries.
"It's unbelievable," he
said. "And it is no more
than half as much as that
of any other major (rich)
country. That is not being
generous."
He acknowledged that
there is little support for
international aid among
Americans.
Critics also point to the
administration's refusal
to agree to a greater contribution to the International Monetary Fund.
The fund, while not an aid
organization, has lent
money in recent years only to debt-ridden poor
countries.
Other nations wanted to
provide an additional $70

billion or more to the
fund, but the administration held the total to $32
billion, including $8.4
billion from the United
States. Both houses of
Congress have approved
legislation to authorize
the contribution,
although there are
serious differences between the bills.
The House has attached
requirements that would
compel the U.S. member
on the IMF board of
directors to vote against
loans to South Africa, or
to Communist countries.
Some congressmen have
said they will block the
new U.S. contribution
without these provisions.
The Reagan administration opposes them.
Until now, lending
among governments has
not been much affectedat least openly - by big
power politics. The
charters of the international organizations say
that political considerations should not play a
role.
Hungary, Romania and
Vietnam - all of which
have Communist governments-have gotten help
from the monetary fund.
So have Grenada and
Guyana, which are run by
governments that are
more or less socialist.
China has been getting
considerable aid in recent
years since the Communist government took
over the seats in the fund
and the World Bank
which were formerly held
by Taiwan. South Africa
has also had help from
the IMF.
The Soviet Union does
not belong to any of these
bodies, and so is not eligible for help. Cuba has
never joined the InterAmerican Development
Bank and withdrew from
the World Bank after
Fidel Castro came to
power.

Serviceii"cookaiyour way'
At Jerry's, we believe your way is the right way.
That's why we serve breakfast just the way you
like it-cooked to order. Whether you like your
eggs scrambled, sunny-side-up or over easy,

Growth linked to diet habits

George Strait
tops CW list

toward the developing
countries is shortsighted. They note that
generous American help
to Europe and Japan
after World War II helped
create strong allies and
good customers for U.S.
exports.
But administration officials argue that countries needing capital
should turn more to
private investors, and
less to governments and
inter-governmental agencies.
The poor countries,
though, prefer to keep
things on an official level
so they can get loans at
lower interest rates than
those offered in the
private markets. In
either case the money
must be repaid, and the
international lending
agencies pride
themselves on their
repayment record.
Some recent examples
of U.S. actions to tighten
up on its aid are:
-The U.S. representative on the board of the
Inter-American Development Bank earlier this
month vetoed a $10
million loan to Guyana, a
small South American
country with a socialist
government that has
taken over much of the
country's industry. The
veto was taken largely
because the administration felt Guyana's rice
farmers were not getting
high enough prices and
consumers were being
subsidized too much.
-The United States on
June 30 vetoed a $2.2
million loan for building
roads in Nicaragua. The
reason given was that
Nicaragua's economic
policies were "not conducive to development efforts."
-The United States has
abstained from voting for
World Bank loans to
Ethiopia, Tanzania,

having breakfast cooked your way ienkes the
difference between eating and dining. And at
Jerry's, dining is a pleasant experience.
Like getting your day off to a great start with
our Husky Breakfast for only $2.79. FOOR I DA
orange juice, two large eggs, three slices of bacon
and two pancakes. A delicious breakfast at an
affordable price.
Come in and see the difference our special service
makes. At Jerry's...
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Breakfast
Only 52.79
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WHERE
SHOPPING

COSTS LESS!

50c.

•

WHOLE

spi.C11".

_e_puRclAtts`

SMOKED

Air

PICNICS

Non-Foods
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

FOOD STORAGE BAGS . • •
BRIGHTWATER

30 GAL SIZE

SAUSAGE

NATURE SCENT

$ I

FOX DELUXE
1 1 n7
PKG

PIZZA

ENDS & PIECES

BATH
BAR

BATH SOAP
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

259
79c

FRIED
CHICKEN BOX $

49
lb

20 ct.
BOX

TRASH BAGS
BANQUET

WILLIAMS PORK

42 oz
BT L.

DETERGENT

LB.

BACON 3,b

25 ct.
SIZE

ALKA SELTZER
INSECT REPELLENT

6 oz.
CAN

OFF!

FROZEN

FROZEN

HARVEST FARE "FANCY

16 oz.
CAN

GREEN BEANS
HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

16 oz
CAN

CREAM CORN
HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

16 oz
CAN

SLICED CARROTS
NATURE'S PICK "FANCY" LEAF

16 oz.
CAN

SPINACH
NATURE'S PICK "FANCY"

6 oz.
CAN

TOMATO PASTE
PIECES

4 oz.
SIZE

MUSHROOMS
INSTANT

16 oz.
SIZE

POTATOES

29c
29c
29c
29c
29c
49c
85c

KELLY

CORNED BEEF HASH

.

BUTTONI

BEEF RAVIOLI

15 oz.
CAN

99c

1502.
CAN

APPLESAUCE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

MANDARIN ORANGES.
FRUIT VALLEY

53c

FRUIT VALLEY "PINK"

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

.'", SALMON.
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE KITTY .
an LMOn CHIC

•

TROUT
•SA 41014 II *WY

6- 1/2 oz.
CAN

11 oz.
CAN

39c
79c
69c

46 oz.
CAN

1 69

FRENCH FRIES
PEG OR BUTTERMILK

19c

BISCUITS
Baking Supplies, Desserts
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

WAFFLE SYRUP

WHOLE KERNEL

PANCAKE MIX

CORN

CORN MUFFIN MIX

24 oz.
BTL.

OVEN BEST

32 oz.
BOX

MARTHA WHITE

25c

7.5 oz.
SIZE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

EAGLE BRAND MILK.

•

•

•

GOLDEN WHEAT

7.25 oz.
BOX

MAC & CHEESE
DRY NAVY, PINTO OR

16 oz
PKG.

NORTHERN BEANS
WIDE OR EXTRA WIDE

1002.
PKG.

NOODLES

Snacks
12 ct.
PKG.

POP ICE
SUNSHINE

12 oz.
PKG.

CHIP-A-ROOS
PRETZELS

TWISTS OR STIXS

14 oz.
CAN

79c
79c
25c
1°9

Rice, Pasta, Beans

29c

FROZEN TREAT

GRADE A LARGE

33c

HARVEST FARE
FANCY

16 oz
CAN

Pet Foods, Supplies

16 oz
CAN

24 oz.
BT1

GRAPE JUICE

Case
Price
$6.96

35c
1 59
199

CRINKLE CUT

FRUIT VALLEY "FANCY"

Canned Meat, Fish, Soup

CAT FOOD

LEMONADE

Fruits & Juices —

109
99c
1 29

79c
39c

ORANGE JUICE

Vegetables

75 ct.
PKG.

23c
39`
49c

59c
129

9 oz
PKG.

53t

200 ct.
PKG.

49c
89c
89c
139

Paper Products

•

GUEST RANCH

FACIAL TISSUE
GUEST RANCH

4 roll
PKG.

BATH TISSUE
PRESTO

200 ft.
ROLL

PLASTIC WRAP
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

40 ct.
PKG.

FABRIC SHEETS

Condiments

Beverages & Drink Mixes
PARK

100 ct.
PKG.

TEA BAGS
A NATURAL TREAT

HONEY
DILL

HAMBURGER SLICES
PACKETS - SUGAR SUBSTITUTE

16 oz.
JAR

119

32 oz.
JAR

79c
69c
19c
69c

50 ct.
BOX

SWEET N LOW
STRAWBERRY - CHERRY - ORANGE

3 oz.
BOX

GELATIN
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

15 oz.
CAN

SLOPPY JOE SAUCE

PEPSI COLA

89c

REG. DRIP, ELEC. PERK

COFFEE
LEMONLIME

GATORADE

2 lb.
CAN

39
379

32 oz.
JAR

65c

4 oz.
PKG.

69c
1 19

Cheese, Margarine
SCHIEBER'S SHREDDED

Li-TER

CHEDDAR or MOZZARELLA
SCHIEBER'S

6 oz.
PKG.

SLICED SWISS
••

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

M..-Thurs.
1-7
hi. 9 A.M.-1 P.M.
Sat 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Son 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

,We Reserve the
right to limit quontitses

Formerly Southsid•IGA On South 12th Street

©1983 SAVE•A•LOT Ltd.
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Uncle Jeff's
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Beauty Aids
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Good Thru Sept. 11th

Good Thru Sept. 11th
•

tec

Colgate*

Colgate
Toothpaste

Colgatel ;
s,
Save WOO On Two
Sete Taw Cbeice

•

Ce4"
ban

Ban Roll-On
ou—mi Anti-Perspirant

1.5 oz. Sole

a

7ex. Regale, Twin Pock 2 Tubes

$ 1 96

:11
5

Uncle Jeff's
Hardware

Regular or Unscented

6.4 oz. Gel Twin Peat-Tubes

$129

20
Gal.

St. Regis
Filler Paper
metamuc'

300 Sheets College Role
No. 1063 Sale

994

Low -Calorie
Grenelated Sweetener

13 oz. Carton Sale

16 0 PSI
Reg. 39.97

Reg. 6.97

Leaf Whoppers
Malted Milk Balls
4

Equal

Air Tanks

Trash
Cans
$597

88

y

200 Packets Sole

Glad Trash Bags

Chap Stick

-

Lip Balm
Regular or Assorted Flavors

3

sok

3 Ply, Fits Up To
30 Gal. Con
Box of 10

for $ II 00
No. HP643 Sale

98

Gutter Guards
6 in. x 20 ft. $297

Royal Diamond
Solid Wood and
Brass Tie Rack
Holds 36 Ties

Visine Eye Drops

Creme Medication
Fast Itch Refief

LANACANE.

All
Weather
Flexible

50 Ft. 5/8 Reg. 9.97
$799

Andes Candies

1 in Tahe Sale$ 1 39

Windshield
Solution

Check Out
Uncle Jeff's
New &
Complete
Toy Dept.

Garden
Hose

No 1120 Sale$499

,
Mt VCINC•1
010

•

$499

Aitematicelly Shuffles Owe
Or Two Decks of Cards
PeMi-ktten Finger tip
Cashel. Opwvtes Oa
2 Silo 'C' Newry
Duty Batteries(Met lacieded)

Lanacane

With.Wed Steve.
Automatic Woodborning Circulator

Morris Struhl
Automatic Cordless
Card Shuffler

Clears Reims,See**, Irritation
Plastic Bettie 0.5 ez.

Uncle Jeff's
Wonder Wood
Believe It
or Net — Winter
$249"
Is Coming. Be Prepared

Be Ready For
Those Fallen leaves Use

Sale

Reg. 1.19
Sok

8
A Gallon

Tampax
Tampons
TAMPAX

Wender Regular,
OrWWW Meier,

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.

*Per Plus

Coca Cola
or Sprite
Lavoris

$227

Special Purchase Men's
Button Down Collar

12,z. Cans
12 Pack

JORDACHE %

Side Year disks

Mouthwash and Gargle
24 oz. Plus 4 oz. Free
28 oz. Bottle

Dazy Hooded
Hair Dryer

Jordache

Even Comfortable Drying,
Teach 'a Tilt 11000,
1100 Watts Drying Power
lightweight, Portable, Take
Alai Carry Case Will Kan&

Denim Jeans
100% Cotton
$2500

Pepto Bismol
For Upset Stomach
Box. Bottle Sole

Dozy 6-Quart
Fryer/ Cooker

$176

Theragran-M 100 Phis 30 F

•
a

Theragran Vitamins
100 Pies 30 Free

Extra Strength

Model 71525

Tylenol
;.....;;;-

Pain Relief Wheat Aspirin
60 Tablets
50 Cepsoles

Antacid Anti-Gas
12 oz. Liquid
100 Tablets

$149 & $199

$790
/

Tablecloths
52x52$2
99

Long Sleeve Stripe

Blouses
By E.V. Ltd.
Sizes 5/6 to 13/14

89
Nene Over The
ShohOrtdog Beard

11 76
O

Sole

R%
•.•

•

_

Shirts

Sizes
4-7

Sole $7"
Sizes 8-18
Reg. 11.99

8
No. 1117 Salo$2

...-.1.441114.-.41140111MINIMINWIN. 4o.

Boys Button Down
Collar
Solids &
Stripes
Oxford
By
Cloth
McGregort
Reg. 9.99

Ph To 211"11g,
Weida bard

Gentle, Dependable

52x70 $399 & $499
52x90 $499 60 Rd

11 Piece Set
With Infraction

Correctol
Laxative
30 Tablets Sale

Reg. 15.99

Reg. 17.00

Oster "Raycine"
Deluxe Pet
Clipper Set

Mylanta

Zorrecto7-

Girls & Ladies Sizes
Large Assortment Of Colors

Priced At

Newry Weight *Malmo
Nen-Stich laterier
Variable Temporatere Settings

$34
99

Knee Socks

$090
Priced At

Sale Year Choke $259

Sole Your Choice$

Now

Casual
Shoes
Westbend 6-Quart
Electric Wok

69

Lay-A-Way Special
On Men's Fall &
Winter Outerwear

Ladies
Slip-On

Nigh Potency Vitamins
$A95
With Minerals
Sale

sth $

S-XL
i00°/0 Fine Cotton
Now $ 1 1 88

Our Reg. $44.99 & $49.99
Polyfill Jackets

Deep Fry, least, Simmer,
Steam NM Cook
Men-Stick, Glass lid,
Fry Whitt Witit Detachable

or

Flannel Shirts

$088
z

WI

$499

.
R
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Ii
SUPER FOOD STORES!

eohtf
PAPER7OWELS

DINNERS
Except
Bat and Mem

With One Filled Clieek-Ovt
Bona

Kraft
Mseareni & Chase

ca-I,
Chicken Nosh-

DINNERS

SOUP
3/ 00
111 10

3/100

(arnphdb

Chicken

71/4 SI.

(
One Mod Clack-00
Bees Wile*

SHOP BIG JOHN SHEIVES & COMPARE
YOU Will FIND FAR MORE

IN STORE SPECKS!

EVERY NAY
LOW PRICES
29
24 a.

Boneless
HAMS

&OA
Ffezen

Oft 'end' oz
MACKEYE
Genm
PEAS is Om W r- SAUCE 105 W r-

SO6'PANCAKE
mix

cimccurEkaede
SYRUP

16 sa.W VW v
150 IN.
Omsk

FACIAL
TISSUE

890GaAnNcoji
18#

5 LB. pen&

,.SA
a.

is it

Us Pa

FOOD

BEEF S
CHUCK
ROAST
Large Size

SPARE RIBS

3

YELLOW

EMU
klUFFINS

r

Otesele

r RAKES

II* Park

A04

2 LB. W

A CORN

Omsk Self Wog

•••

abwrie
PATTIES
TOMATO A90
SUPER TENDER
JUICE 46 ‘I

iik

Amok

0
Z5

99°

•

09

;
r
K

LB.
Super Tender

CHUCK POT ROAST

, MARGARINE

$429

LB.

Super Tender

CHUCK STEAK
Saw Tender
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST
Super Tenilsr
ARM SHOULDER ROAST
Connlrf Sivie (4 LBS. or Mats)
SUCED BACON
Tender Juicy
SIRLOIN MULE STEAK

LB.

$469

$459

*2

SAVE $2.00

$269
La. a

Kra

LB.$129
LB.$599

COUPON VALID
Sept. 13, 1983 Price with Coupon

La.

$459

WIENERS
Mrs. WNW!

12 OZ.69C
•

PIMENTO SPREAD
8 99
2 00

$6.99

with each $3.00 purchase'

130z.

$149
II

Armour Chicken

FRIED STEAKS
soh

ASSORTED LUNCH MEATS

CI
On
Cc

Bei
PE
r-

GoId.n Smoked

4 DINNER
NAPKINS
Regular Diccount Price
Coupon Savings .

ORIGINAL WIENERS

Nan

131

VALUABLE COUPON
COUPON

01

$439

Le.

John Morel!

CANNED HAM

RI
Hal

LB.'
I

Le.

Hal

$429

Brundige

PORK SAUSAGE

Ousels

•

LB. 1 59

Le.$4
I59

•
S.

,

5;•-•••

-

••
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s
w
a
y
mem PRODUCE
\\

"Michigan lit of HIS Sum
Pail Roil or
MeINTOSH APPLES

NORMERN GROWN

*I
9 990 .._4001
tSt
GREEN

CABBAGE L.
Colifornia

3 LB
Big

Tropicallo
Low Cal

Rum

TWAY GRAPES

Vintorn Grown

illARTIET

ORANGE DRINK

Catania
Wed Side

PEARS

NONEweav MRONS

0

oz Bottle

LB.

COLONIAL
BREAD

160z.
Loaf

32c

4•••

4V9
no.
EGGS

Warn
ORANGE DRINK

Ges4o "A"
*diem

890

Doz.
Pillsbury Crum Ch
Vanilla
Milk Chocolate - Chad& Fags
Ros*/ To

6

spud
PRETZELS 8.5..79

Nabisco

79'
6.$119

INSTMI POTATOES

oz

Mossalman's

RITZ CRACKERS

16 oz $159

Nabisco
20 oz

OREO
Hungry Jack

$199

9.59e

1 BISCUITS

APPLE JUICE

$159
oz

STEAK SAUCE

VIENNA SAUSAGE

;10
"NON PIES

GRAPE JELLY

PANCAKE SYRUP

SARAH WRAP

BUTTERMILK

$299

COOKED HAM
Not

Oflr93afl3

32 oz.

15 oz.

Farrnerost

$139

COTTAGE

Franco American

T SPAGHETTIOS

1/2 Gal.

125 Ft.

$189

49

24 oz.
4, 4

0I

CART FULL OF BAKERY SPECIALS!

La $299 VIENNA
BREAD tad

PEPPER CHEESE

12 Pk.

MEESE

"DIU SPECIALS"

Ozark

APPLE
SAUCE 1
od0

5..59' 3ft An
89t

Smacker's

Bones Pack

99A
10 oz $199

16 oz.\
99

Kato

Kroft Extra Sharp or Sharp
CHEDDAR CHEESE

oulowio

FROSTING

Hungry Jack
131;
111. TT
st ER

54 oz./

aes

COFFEE
CAKE

$149
•

GRANDPARENTS $249
ME

DEU

HAM AND CHEESE SANDWICH
Ft1

Itis Oas Pi Ms
Regular Prise Of
59, CO Om

FREE

I Gap.,Pot Cahoot
Cayes 14.1•7 WIWI)14-13
"
t
ci
Ala
1=1"
11wrnrririPtia.
".
113r

SUPER FOOD STORES!
"Ths hot *Ally And

The

Final Abets Is Colossal County'

ibh Ans "id
Sopt 7 lin*13
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"Risky Business" is a with universals here. Let
clever and polished ver- me refresh your memory.
sion of the teens-in-heat First, we have Coarse
film, a genre that has Teen High Jinks; second,
become the staple of we have the Virgin Hero's
Hollywood in the 1980s in Conflict Between Lust
the way that B westerns and Fear as the Moment
of Unvirginkig Nears;
were in the 1940s.
ICVIEWS Of airier* rrevieg3 a rramtui -theaters
The ingredients of the third, there is Release
teens-in-heat films re- from Parental Restraint;
main so constant that fourth, the Marvelous
we're obviously dealing Moment Itself; and finally, Male Sexual Fantasies.
The difference between
"Risky Business" and
others of its ilk is that
"Risky Business" doesn't
ponder quite so much to
its primary young male
1 Golf mound
ACROSS
audience. In addition, the
1 Greek letter
Answer to Previous Puzzle
2 Part of circle
4 Lessen
3 Theater
movie has a solid actor,
COM MUCM EMU
9 High
attendants
Tom
Cruise, in the lead
MUGU CUM CUU
mountain
4 Genus of
role, and the writing is
12 Bitter vetch
MUCCUU MC CC
maples
cleverer than is tacky
13 Heavenly
UCMC MUCCU
5 Loving
body
UMUCCUMM CC
enclosure
brothers.
14 River in
6 Part of
MEMO CCU UU
Naturally, our young
Scotland
"to be"
M OUCCCOM E
15 Reverbera7 Man's
CC OUU CCM
tions
nickname
CO CUUCUMUD
17 Realm
8 Short Jacket
ECM MIMI
19 Transgres9 Proverbs
MC MU UCEOUC
sion
10 Hawaiian
CCU CCM CCM
By LOUISE COOK
21 Scold
wreath
U0 CU= MEC
Associated Press Writer
22 Monster
11 Writing
Americans are spen24 Cleaning
implement
utensil
16 Mountain
ding more of their food
36 Deface
52 Shut up
26 Nuisance
nymph
38 Seraglio
54 Soft, pulpy
dollars in restaurants and
29 Pertaining to 18 Chart
41 Peril
MEM
a new report from the
the nose
20 Decay
43 Parent:
55 Canine
Agriculture Department
31 Beverage
22 Beginning
colloq.
56 Anglo-Saxon
33 Bishopric
says the eating-out trend
23 Profits
45 Strained for
money
34 Spanish for
25 Edible seed
will continue during the
breath
57 Female deer
"yes"
27 Cut
47 Tattered
59 Before
rest of the 1980s, with in35 Obscure
28 Plague
cloth
60 Hurried
creased competition for
37 Hard-wood
30 Brim
49 Choral
63 Symbol for
consumers' appetites —
tree
32 Snake
tellurium
composition
39 A state: abbr
and money.
10 11
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8
40 Goal
The report comes from
42 Cushion
14
the
Economic Research
44 Boy
IIII
1111
Service of the USDA and
attendants
covers what the depart46 Former Rus21
sian ruler
ment classifies as
48 Male sheep
28
"separate eating
26•27
50 Unusual
places." That includes
51 Short sleep
n
fast-food operations,
53 Cupolas
37
38
39
55 Tenacious
traditional restaurants,
58 Monkey
cafeterias, etc. It does not
(with)
count places like school
61 Native metal
lunchrooms or
62 Memoranda
restaurants that are only
64 Period of
time
an adjunct to another
65 Long, slender
business like a departLA
fish
ment store. 4
66 Molars
The report looks at the
67 Lair
changes in the industry
DOWN

More teens in heat

at tile

big

1St* fortegter

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

archetypal hero, Joel
( played by Cruise), has
some archetypal fantasies. In one, the Girl in
Shower (you mean Girl in
Shower is not an archetypal fantasy?) who
has been conjured up by
our young hero pleads, "I
want you to wash my
back."

"Get off the babysitter,"
the SWAT captain yells
into his megaphone. Then
the captain passes the
megaphone to Joel's
distraught mother.
"Please, dear, get off the
babysitter,". his mother
pleads.

customer what he wants.
As his buddy says, "This
is the shallow pursuit of
immediate gratification.
What a capitalist!")
All is not perfect. The
prostitutes are a rather
homely bunch (too much
realism here?). And for
Now that is really the no apparent purpose, the
triumph of the superego film fails to make clear
when Joel's fantasies end
over the id.
Frances Drake
But he also has a fanand his real life begins.
FOR THURSDAY,
His
real world adven- The
tasy that turns sour on
ending is not entirely
SEPTEMBER 8, 1983
him. Early in the movie, tures are much more satisfactory either. I
alone and lustful in his satisfying. He falls in love don't think the writers What kind of day will tomorbedroom, Joel conjures with a prostitute and then knew how to get everyone row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
up The Babysitter (Ap- makes big bucks by runn- off stage cleanly.
given for your birth sign.
ing
a
brothel
out
of
his
parently the writer's
fanasies were filled with home while his parents Rated R due to breasts
showering girls and are on vacation. (His and a quick and dark ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA
babysitters). As Joel and training as a member of below-the-belly-button
his
high
school
Future
shot. Coarse language Delayed news arrives now.
his fantasy babysitter apGo along with a loved one's exproach the Marvelous Enterprisers helps him and situations, including citing proposal. Relations with
here;
he
knows
all
about
an arty shot of a knating.
Moment, a SWAT team,
an in-law improve for the betsirens squaling, pulls up cash flow, free enter- I give "RVsky ter.
prise,
and
giving
the Business" a grade of B+. TAURUS
in front of Joel's house.
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti4G'?
Ingenuity brings job
benefits. Some receive an
unexpected assignment. A
outlets. The number of spouse receives a raise or
between 1966 and 1979 and wrote.
He said real income fast-food restaurants good news about money.
includes predictions for
the rest of the current probably will continue to jumped 76 percent bet- GEMINI
rise in the 80s — meaning ween 1966 and 1979, while ( May 21 to June 20)
decade.
According to author more business for the number of traditional Luck comes through others.
Michael G. Van Dress, an restaurants. He also said, restaurants providing sit- A romantic interest fascinates
economist, the retail however, that rising costs down service dropped 6.you. Investigate new hobbies
and avenues of entertainment.
value of all food served for things like food, percent.
away from home in 1979 energy and labor "may "The trend toward CANCER
0
was $102.4 billion. Bet- lift menu prices, blunting more outlets featuring ( June 21 to July 22) e
ween 1966 and 1979, there sales somewhat. The ex- limited menus and fewer It's a good time to look for a
second job that can be done
was an annual increase of pansion trend, especially outlets with broader
from
home. Both job and
menus
is
expected to con2.7 percent in the number in fast-food enterprises,
apartment
hunters have luck
y.
of people served and an may be slowed by a glut tinue," Van Dress wrote,
annual increase of 3 per- of establishments in some adding: "Farmers and LEO
manufacturers who procent in real sales, ad- areas."
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Van Dress predicted duce ingredients that are Unexpected news delights
justed for inflation.
'Consumers' will- that industry will respond frequently used in food by you. Enjoying a favorite hobingness to spend more of to increased competition fast-food places, such as by can lead to a romantic intheir food dollar away with price cutting and cheese, buns and pickles troduction. Impromptu invitafrom home was triggered heavy advertising, in- should benefit..."
tions arrive now.
by rising per capita in- cluding coupons and "The addition of the mot)
come, an increase in the other promotions. He also salad bar, with its variety ( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) rIP
number of multi-earner said there would be more of' -vegetables, the in- You may decide on a major
households, a trend mergers and takeovers. crease in breakfast offer- purchase for the home. Luck
toward smaller "These methods favor lags and the tendency of is with -those who plan a
households, a more corporate franchises and hamburger outlets to of- garage sale. Be alert for
fer chicken, pork and fish unusual bargains.
mobile populace and the chains," he added.
The big news during the items is changing the mix LIBRA
national inclination to
purchase greater conve- 1960s and 1970s was the of foods served away (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Mixed signals come from a
nience," Van Dress growth of fast-food from home," he wrote.
possible romantic interest.
Put forth new ideas now and
I MUST ADMIT HOlA)EVER,
you'll get a favorable response
from others.
NAT I'VE BEEN STARTLED
SCORPIO
BY A FEW "C PLUSES" ell
et
'
r
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Confidentiality aids you in
financial dealings. An out of
the ordinary opportunity to increase income drops in your
lap.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
By Abigail Van Buren
You're in a generous frame
of mind and may plan a getHEY.,HOW DID
BY
together of friends. Spice up
YOU GET OUT?
PLEA BARGAINING
dliN
your guest list with some new
acquaintances.
CAPRICORN
.-••-•••
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) Vi
Play your cards close to the
DEAR ABBY: Sexual harassment has recently become a vest in business negotiations.
but
I
am
a
sexhot topic. This probably sounds unusual,
ually harassed male. I am 31, single and recently inherited Opportunity comes, but overa good business from my father. With this business I anxiousness works against
inherited an excellent office manager. She does a remark- you.
able job, but she is aggressively pursuing me — if you AQUARIUS
know what I mean. She always manages to rub up against (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
and touch me in a very familiar way. She's done just Welcome news comes from
about everything but pin me down physically. She is 11 friends at a distance. An
unplanned trip may be in
years older than I am, and I know she means business.
I wouldn't dream of firing her because she's indispen- order. Take advantage of
sable to my business. What should I do?
nearby educational opporHIDING IN THE OFFICE tunities.
DON'T
JUST
PISCES
FLUSH THE
DEAR HIDING: C'mon. Don't tell me you either (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
TOILET
have to give in to this woman or risk losing her and
It's a good time to raise
having your business fall apart.
capital for business ventures.
Tell her that a wise tailor never dances where he An opportunity comes from an
cuts the cloth, or you don't choose to fish off the unexpected source. Ingenuity
company dock, or anything else that translates into brings benefits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
And if she leaves, she leaves. Nobody is indis- more inclined to large enterpensable.
prises than the typical
member of your sign. You
•• *
have a flair for business and
EVER NOTICE HOW IMPORTANT PEOPLE CAN'T
GO ANYWHERE WITHOUT AN ENTOURAGE?
DEAR ABBY: I just read your column about "Should a management abilities.
lady call a man?"
After I was divorced, I was invited to a Parents Without
Partners dance. Toward the end of the evening, I met a
very attractive gentleman, and as I was about to leave, he
hurriedly wrote down his phone number and asked me to
2. Notice
call him. I was quite surprised. At first I didn't want to
call him, but I changed my mind and a few days later I
called. I didn't tell him I wanted to see him — instead I
$1%
made up some excuse. I think I asked if P.W.P. had any
III AO
plans for the Fourth of July. He said he didn't know, but
we could make some.
Happy
Well, we started dating on the Fourth, and a month
Birthday
later we were married. In two days we will celebrate our
10th anniversary. So, sometimes it pays for a lady to call
Mama &
a gentleman.
Grandmama
SADIE, MARRIED LADY IN ARKANSAS
Love, Jean, Jimmy
DEAR SADIE: Congratulations. Although Parents
Jan &
Without Partners is a good place to meet prospective mates, its prime purpose is to introduce single
Keith
parents who care about their children to others of
the same mind.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Restaurant trend to continue through 1980s
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NO MAAM PATRICIA
WON'T BE IN SCHOOL
TOM ...
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Boss Runs From Playing
With Woman He's Paying

1983 United Feature Syndicate Inc
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TAKE A GOOD
LOOK.'VU
WON'T 5E.E
HIM ASAIN

toi

DEAR ABBY: The vasectomized husband of "Loves
Children," who refused to adopt because he was afraid of
"bad genes," is using that as a copout.
We have three children. The first two were adopted, and
the third is our natural child — an "unexpected surprise"
after 17 years of marriage!
Our two adopted children are grown now and caused us
very few problems.
The child of our flesh and blood is a high school dropout, has been busted twice for drugs, has had three automobile accidents, been fired from two jobs, and quit three
because two were "too dirty" and the other one was on
Sunday.
Now he lies in bed until 2 p.m. and watches'TV all
night. I am going to kick him out as soon as he is 19.
ALL FOR ADOPTION IN VIRGINIA
DEAR ALL: And I'm all for telling it like it is.
Thanks for an honest letter.
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GO FOR IT
THE FITNESS
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16. Home Furnishings

28. Mobile Home Rentals 43. Real Estate

and • Excellent income for
Restoration work. • part time home assem
•
CARTER 51010 • bly work. For info. call
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047.
7S3 1179$ 300 MAIN

• Copy

offering day and
evening classes for
men and women in
beginning,
intermediate
advanced aerobic
workouts and
beginner Yoga.
Joy Thomas and
Marto Clark,
instructors and
owners. Rita
Paschall advanced
dance instructor
$3.00 class, take
as many classes as
you want for $6.00
a week. Retailing
Dance France
bodywear. Call
753-2784 or come
by for a class
schedule at

GO FOR IT,
THE FITNESS
STUDIO
Bel Air Center
S. 12th, Murray

Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics Studio
Register for fall
classes. Ages 4 and up
Call 753 4647.

6. Help Wanted
Need a semi-retired
man to start immediately as a store
manager. Must have
good personality, be
dependable and trust
worthy. Would like
someone with sales
experience and
knowledge of electrical
motor repair. Salary
plus commission. Call
Kirby Sales & Service
759 4801 for more
information.

10Jusiness Opportunity

Couple would like to
purchase a business in
Murray Area. If you
ore interested in selling (in strict confidence) reply to P.O.
Box 307, Murray, KY
42071.

5. Lost and Found
Lost-Cat, black with
white under chin and
white flea collar. Lost
between W. Main and
Miller. Please call 7531916 or 759-9567 after 4
p.m.

in-

ajor
,uck
a
for

6, Help Wanted

30X 3110

6. Help Wanted
OIL COMPANY
OPENING -Offshore
rigs and refinerys. No
exp. $30,000 plus a year.
For info. Call 312-9209675 Ext. 1774P. Also
open evenings.
We have one of the
largest lists of job
employment for Wes
tern Ky. in your area.
Send $2.50 to: RLS Job
Service PO Box 769
Eddyville, Ky. 42038

OWN YOUR OWN DESIGNER
JUN AND SPORTSWEAR
STORE
*Meisel Company often
Priam eppertinity selling
nationally advertised
breads t sebstentiel savings
to yew antomers. This is
for Om }seism minded per
sea gueRfied to own end
operate this high profit
business.
$20,000.00 investment
indedes beginning inventory, fixtures, sappints,
trim*, greed opening and
Pr fere (1) persea to torpor» training teeter.
FOR BROCHURE AND INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE
1-$00-231-4433

PUBLIC AUCTION
Wood Working Equipment, Boat, Trailer and Motor,
Motorcycle.
Saturday, Sept. 10, 1983 10:00 A.M.
Porting Lot Of Aurora Service Center, Hwy. 6S:'
Aurora, Ky.
Commercial type Boice Crane band saw 96"
blade, Power Master Wood Shaper, like new,
Felker Super 610-B Ceramic tile saw w/tub, 10"
table saw, 23" belt sander, drills, power saws,
steel concrete froms, 14' flat bottom fishing
boat w/trailer and 10 H.P. Johnson motor. 1975
Kawasaki KZ 400 motorcycle, tool box for
small truck. Heavy duty cutting torch w/tanks,
gasoline air compressor w/paint can and sand
blasting equipment. C.B. base station, like
new, with roof antenna and 2 Johnson mobile
units. 60 gallon oil drum w/pump, Ariens
YT1032 Lawn tractor, used approx. 2 hours. 2
New Olympic chain saws, 3 new chain saw
cases, commercial brushcutter trimmer with
2-10" blades. 8/0 splitting mauls, radio lawn
cart, Sharp XE1200 Electronic cash register.
This is only a partial listing, Misc. items too
numerous to mention.
TERMS: Cash, day of sale. Nothing removed
until settled for. Not responsible in case of
accidents.

Leo Smith Owner
Hudelson Auction
Cadiz, Ky. 9245351

Green couch and chair 2 BR mobile home for
rent. Completely fur
$100.489 2658.
Twin beds and furniture nished with washer and
dryer on 1/2 acre lot
like new. 753-7909.
$135 a month plus
Two half beds with box deposit. 753-3534
9. Situation Wanted
springs and mattresses,
$50 each. Three 4x5 ft 2 BR trailer for rent
Will do sewing of any
chalk boards, large Bandy's Tr. Ct $150
kind in my home.
braided rug, dresser monthly, $80 deposit
759 1989.
with mirror, chair that 753-0329.
makes a bed, Call
11. Instruction
753-4707 or 753-1602.
29. Heating-Cooling
Guitar lessons all types.
Used air conditioners
24.
Miscellaneous
Classical, pops
We also repair and buy
country, etc. Ex
Ashley circulating wood air conditioners. Call
perienced and re
heater with blower. Call 7531104.
ferences. Call 753-3686.
436-2948.
King automatic wood 30. Business Rentals
13. For Sale or Trade
heater deluxe cabinet,
Six row Massey Fergu- lift up cook surface top,
Mini
son corn header, also a brick lined firebox, cast
winch for jeep. 435-4593.
iron doors and grates.
Warehouse
$249.99 Wallen
14. Want to Buy
Storage Space
Hardware Paris.
New tires, 15in. wide,
Used Mobile Homes
For Rent
Morris Mobile Homes, 6.00/15.50-15. $100. a
753-4758
pair. 753-3648 after 6
502 527-1362.

15. Articles for Sale

Pine 2x4 8ft. long 90
AM-FM radio and CB cents. Pine 1x4 8ft. long
combination factory 45 cents. 435-4494.
Delco equipment for Wernington 870 pump
Chevrolet Corvette, unit shotgun 12 gauge with
only no speakers $125. modified choke barrel
$185.753-2708.
Call 753-8078.
Central air unit. Best Slabs and Sawdust. Also
tobacco sticks. 224-2342.
offer. 489-2897.
FOR SAL., New Steel leg set and
shipment of 'desks, casters, assembled, for
chairs, and file Sears power tools, 1980
cabinets. Folding tables Olds Omega, 1977 Ford
and chairs. Van seats LTD. See at 1666 Ryan
and Computer tables. Ave.
ROSS. & SONS SALV- Tandem axle 2 stall
AGE, Martin, TN 38237, horse trailer $1100. 753phone 901-587-2420.
2517.
Turbo charging kit for
16. Home Furnishings
small block Chevy. Best
offer. Also chrome
Couch good condition
spoke wheels for Chevy.
753 8465 or 753-2267.
Call 753-8490.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Wood for sale. % $22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 4928979 after 5p.m.
Wood for sale. Call
753-0144 or 753-5463.

KIRBPSALES
& SERVICE

27, Mobile Home Sales

only factory authorized dealer in this area.
We repair all vacconis
no labor cherges on
any cleaner. Fell line
of new, used and
rebuild cleaners.
Check us before you
boy. We will beat any
price around paranteed. Check es
for all your cleaning
needs, Kirby, Fitter
Omit Elextrolvx,
Noifer, Eureka, etc.
Call 731-4101 or
come by 401 Maple
St. South side Court
Square.

10x50 trailer 12x24 addition, 100ft x 275ft. lot. 1
mile from lake $8500.
Call after 5 p.m. 436
2187.
10x55 trailer in good
condition newly re
modeled. Call 759-9428
or 753-4454.
1978 Alamo 12x60 3
bedroom, 1 bath. All
electric heat and air
condition.
Sibve, re
frigerator, 'new carpet,
220 amp pole, underpinning, steps. Call
498-8615.
'1982 Presidential, ex
cellent condition. 3 BR 2
full baths, $17300. Call
753-9702.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489 2611.

DAILY GOLD & LVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
418.00 Yesterday
Yesterday
12.28
Opened Today 417.50 Opened Today 12.38
.50 Up
Down
.10
Compliments of:

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10.8 Daily,
12-5 Sunday.

Classified Ad Form

34. Houses for Rent
3 BR brick home.
Built-in appliances,
carpet thru out, $250
monthly with option to
buy, in country.
753-1236.
8 3/4 interest, $2,000
down. One acre or 9
room, 2 bath, 307 North
7th. 436-5489 or 901-642
5244.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
available-.. $20. per
month. 753 3010, 7599360.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Chinese
Pugs. Call 437-4478.
Chesapeake Bay retriever Puppies, AKCRegistered. $75.00. Call
753-4106.

41. Public Sale

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

18 Words - 1 day 2.63
3 days 5.08
6 days 6.91

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Phone

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.

PAINTING

53. Services Offered
Aluminium and Vinyl
siding and Alaskan'
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jack Glover
753-1873

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

WALLPAPERING
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
753-3716
continuous local service
using the most powerful
* FREE ESTIMATE *
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
Air conditioners, repeat customers
washers, dryers, Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
freezers and re
frigerVars repaired. free. Free estimates, 24
Residential and corn hour service, 753 5827.
merjcal. Call Sure-Fix,
-Mobile Home Anchors,
759-1322.

JIM DAY
Painting

Fall in love with a house
that is big and beautiful.
Ideal for entertaining.
An inviting entrance,
gracious living room
and a large rec. room.
The spacious garage
and work area is a
delight for the hobby
man. Great kitchen and
beautiful green lawn.
underpinning, roofs
Price reduced to
sealed,
aluminum
$69,900. Call KOP
For -Your Hauling
PERUD REALTY, 753patio awnings, single
Needs - Sawdust,
1222.
and doable carports.
IMMACULATE, UNLime, White Rock,
JACK GLOVER
IQUE, AND CAN BE
Grain.
753-1873
YOURS
Immaculate
describes this condition
Call 492-8425
Licensed electrician for
of this three bedroom,
residential and corn
or 492-8485
two bath brick home
mercial. Heating and
very tastefully de
Appliance repair work air condition, gas in
corated in earth tones. 47. Motorcycles
stallation and repair.
all brands. Specialize in
Unique and to your
1977 Honda 750 Chopper Tappen. Call 753-5341 or Phone 753-7203.
advantage describes
Need a sign painted?
the lower fixed rate good condition $1000. 154-6956. Earl Lovett.
Trade or best offer. Asphalt
financing. Just now on
driveways and Give us a call. Com474-2342.
parking lots sealed by mercial lettering and
the market and just now
can be yours by dialing 1983 200 Yamaha, 3 Sears. For free es designs. Free es
timates. Boat lettering
753-1492 at Century 21 wheeler. Call 759-4822 timates call 753-2310.
after 4 p.m.
Loretta Jobs Realtor_t_
Bob's Home Improve- is our specialty.
ment and General Con- 753-0631.
49. Used Cars
tracting. 20 years ex- Need work on your
1955 Oldsmobile 88 in perience, additions, trees? Topping, prun
D0Od condition. Needs carpentry, painting, ing, shaping, complete
engine repair for sale or concrete work, removal and more. Call
Appointments mode trade. 492-8869.
aluminum awnings and BOVER'S TREE
for your convenience. 1973 Ford Pinto wagon. trailer skirting. Wall SERVICE for Pro
Full time sales
Engine needs some papering done by Paper fessional tree care
repair. Asking $350 Dolls paper hanging. 753-0338.
associates evening
Small Engine Shop, Call
must sell. Call 436-2504 Call 753-4501 after 5 pm.
phones.
Bull dozing and backhoe 7 5 3 - 5 9 0 or 1 0 0 1
after 5 p.m.
Arles McCarty. . 753-2249 1974 Plymouth Sebring work. Call 437-4533 Glendale, Murray,
Theresa Rai& . . 753-7721 Plus. Low mileage, days, after 8:00p.m
354-8161.
Joyce Betsmerl. . 153-9311 extra clean, new tires.
Phone 753-9229.
Goy Spam
753-2511 1976
Camero, extra
Amu Itelcartli
733-2471 nice, power brakes
and
Low, Low Rotes.
Louise Baker. . . . 153-2411 steering, air, Day:
Satisfied References.
lames Greta
753-1391 753-3372, nights: 7538124.
Free Estimates.
Preitice ku . . . 753-5125
1978 Burgandy Bon759.1983
neville Broughm Landau,
44. Lots for Sale
power windows, door
WET BASEMENT? We
All types roofing,
A beautiful building site locks, lots of extras,
make wet basements
is this 5 1/2 acres of local car. Call 436-2682.
local references. Free
dry. Work completely
wooded land between 1978 Thunderbird looks
Estimates. All work
guaranteed. Call or
Murray and Lynn and runs good, new tires
guaranteed. Days
write Morgan Con
Grove. The ideal setting $2500. 753-2607.
753-6581, nights struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
and location for that
1982 Datsun Maxium.
409A, Paducah, Ky
new home! Near
759-1859.
Showcase condition, 10,
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Southwest Elementary
000 miles, original owW & W Sanitation
School you can purCarpentry-Remodelner. Call 753-8287.
Service. Pickup once a
chase these twb: lots in
ing
and
addition
work.
Chevrolet
6 cylinder low
week, $5.50 monthly.
Wiswell Estates. ApAlso general home reAlso do hauling. Call
proximately 250 feet of mileage. Good condi- pair. No job
too
large
or
tion.
$300 or best offer.
759-1050.
highway frontage.
too small. 753-1654.
Roberts Realty, 753-0141.
Wilt do plumbing, air
Custom
bushhogging.
753-1651.
conditioning, painting,
Call 474-8091.
50.
Used
Trucks
carpentry and hauling.
Approximately 9 acres
of land in Trigg County, 1979 GMC Sierria GENERAL HOME Also concrete work.
3 miles west of Cadiz. Grande 4x4 short wheel REPAIR. 15 years ex- 753-2211 or 753-9600.
base, AM-FM stereo, perience. Carpentry, Will haul white rock,
Call 753-7347.
rally wheels, sliding concrete, plumbing, sand, lime, rip rap and
46. Homes for Sale
rear window, raised roofing, sliding. NO masonary sand, coal
ASSUMABLE LOAN!! letter tires, black with JOB TO SMALL. Free Call Roger Hudson 753
This charming three red interior, 33,000 estimates. Nights and 4545.
bedroom brick is just miles. Call 753-04.45 9-5 answering service 474
waiting to be occupied p.m., 753-1580 after 6 2276 or days 753-6973.
Harmon & Malone
by a growing family. p.m.
Remodeling. Complete
It's just now on the
remodeling from
market and owner is 51. Campers
leaving town. It is 16ft. Shasta. Icebox, ground to rooftop. Cerlocated in the Southwest stove with oven, good tified Andersen Concept
School District but has condition $1500. 753-2902 IV contractor. 753-0790,
.4921183, 436-2107.
city water and cablevi- before 3 p.m.
sion. Call your realtor
PROFESSIONAL
at Century 21 Loretta 1977 Apache sleeps 6
Alemimo
Service
Cs.
PAINTING
condition.
good
$1450.
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
753-9181 or 7531124.
Interior t Exterior,
Alkmieum ad viey1
today.
Motor Home-Cruise Air,
reasonable rates. Coll
Willi. Castes trim mark.
FHA APPROVED - 26ft., roof air, generaKeith Block 753-6244
letereeces
Call
Will Ed
Small down payment - tor, storage pod, 17,000
Interest locked in - miles, excellent condior 753-0839 for free
Bailey, 7931689.
Yes, we are talking tion $11,900. 436-2181.
about what you can get
today on this unique two 53. Services Offered
bedroom brick with
dining room with built- APPLIANCE SERin china cabinet; VICE. Kenmore,
cheerful, well-lighted Westinghouse,
Enjoy the charm of country living close to
kitchen and very large Whirlpool. 21 years
town. Three bedrooms, two bath home is
living room with hard- experience. Parts and
beautifully decorated and has lots of
wood floors just shining Service. Bobby Hopper
waiting for your persian Bob's Appliance Serconvenient built-ins. Economical wood
rug. Woods panels with vice 202 S. 5th St.
stove in family area. Reduced to $28,000.
beautiful grain is part of 753-4872, 753-8886
Phone
the yesteryear decor. (home).
Let us help you get this Air Conditioner- Central
FHA approved home by air,- Refrigeration, 24
calling Century 21 hour service and repair,
Loretta Jobs Realtors Reasonable rates, 434,753-1492.
5536.

1

ROSS
ROOFING

YARD SALE
737 W. Vine St.
Sat., 8-5 p.m.
Bed and mattress,
stereo, plants, 2
motocycle helmets.

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri., West of
Coldwater on Hwy
121.
Clothes, quilt tops,
pillows, Avon bottles
and some dishes,
riding saddles.

YARD
SALE
Fri., Sat. Sept. 9 and
10
102 S. 9th St.
Dishes, some glass,
a few clothes, odds

and ends.

FOR SALE

YARD
SALE
1601 College
Farm Rd.
Fri., Sat. Starts at
7 a.m.
Clothes, household
items.

43. Real Estate

14 Words - 1 day 2.25
3 days 4.50
6 days 5.68

Lea Aaa Philpet 113-4$43
Ways, Wise@
7S3-S11111
lee L. Itemise
430-5070
1912 Ceiiwater Reed
Murray, IThatecky 42071
(S02)73-0110
Aitytim•
JOE L. KENNON
Boehm
Licensed I leaded

53. Services Offered

Close to downtown nice
2 BR, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
porches, electric and
gas heat, reduced to
$19,900. OWNER
WANTS OFFER. Strout
Realty-744-0186.
Comfortable
-3 84-tortek
With carport and 8x20
storage room. Large
kitchen, living room,
bath and ahalf, utility
room. Central heat and
air on approximately 1
1/2 acres. 3 miles from
town. City water. For
appointment call 7538289.
Three Bedroom Brick,
maple trees, on 1 1/2
acre. 1 1/2 bath, out
building. Five miles
North of Murray. Call
753-6911.
Two bedroom home in
excellent location. New
carpeting. 14x25 living
room, range and refrigerator included and
in excellent condition.
Vacant and ready to
move into and priced at
only 132,250. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

•

To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

T
REALTY

46. Homes for Sale

Pordom & Tbeinnen
!normal &
Reel Estate
Soathside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentecky
753-4451
New and exclusively
different listing in Canterbury Estates. Be- ,
autiful custom built 4
.bedroom, 2 1/2 bath
Colonial Farm Style
home. Pegged hardwood floors, chair rails,
custom built kitchen
w/pantr y and
microwave. Two decks
for outdoor enjoyment.
KOPPERUD REALTY
- 753-1222.
OWNER URGES OF•
FERS - Here is your
chance to buy SIX acres
with 30 x10 building
with adjacent well plus
approximately 2,000
pines planted three
years ago. Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors today at 753-1192 to
get more details on this
TREMENDOUS buy.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

FOR SALE
House and lot,
3 bedroom
brick, 1605
Dodson Ave.
Days call 7530021 Nights
436-2359.

Early Bird
Discount 1 0
Roof Problems?

03

ligss2.11
0•._••%
Okiip
a tole

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
High Outland
759-1718 759-1135

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

'Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
759-9754

759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature.

This coupon worth five dollars to word purchase of
one pair of RANGER SAFETYSHOES at "Vernon's"i"
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observations

by lochie hart

Mrs. NaomiStubblefield's 1930 North Pleasant Grove School
In a recent column,
Mrs. Naomi Fain Stubblefield, retired teacher
of this county and living
in Missouri says, "My
home is in Missouri but
my heart is still in
Calloway County." She
will enjoy the column today. It is written because
of her and with the help of
a student in her 1930
North Pleasant Grove
class — Randolph Story
who was aided by another
— Margaret Nell Cole
Boyd.
The school house pictured was the second
North Pleasant Grove.
The first one, the one I attended, was farther west
on the same road — the
one running from the Airport road east to 641. The
second building is across
the road, north of the
North Pleasant Grove
Presbyterian church and
cemetery. The present

building is used as a
residence.
Students are identified:
Front, left — unknown,
Joe Robinson, Richard
Ed Boggess, Huel( Whimpy I Jones, R.L. Gingles,
Randolph Story; Second
row: Erelene Tidwell,
Edna Thompson, Marelle
Workman, Treva Nell
Tidwell, Margaret Nell
Cole, Macon Miller,
unknown, Frank Parker,
Nell Culver, Mary
Culver, Mcrzelle Culver,
Mary Elizabeth Jones,
Ruby Jones, Dorthy Niel
Jones; Third row: Mahe
Phillips, Richard Armstrong, Annie Parker,
Brenda Miller, Brownie
Sue Parker, Dorothy
Workman, Clayton
Workman, Thomas
Jones; Fourth row:
Mildred Jones, Lucille
Jones, Jack Parker, Myrtle Mae Ray, Maurine
Rogers, A.J. Marshall,

Nitaree Brewer, J.T.
Phillips, Pat Rogers,
Naomi Stubblefield,
teacher), Edwin Thompson, H.L. Tidwell, Norville Cole.
Because the married
names of some of the
girls listed were
unavailable, they are
listed as they were on the
school records.
Randolph, a postal
clerk and local historian,
is married to Jean
Galloway, whose older
brothers and sisters were
students in Galloway oneroom school, the first
year of my teaching experience. Randolph's
mother, the former Donnie Davidson, now Mrs.
Festus Story, was my
neighbor and playmate in
our early teens. Margaret
Nell is retired and enjoying volunteer work and
her children.
The definition

of a teacher
Since much is being
said about quality education, I am quoting a
definition of a teacher,
Mrs. Stubblefield
qualified to all the following statements:
The teacher is a prophet. He lays the foundations of tomorrow.
The teacher is an artist.
He works with the clay of
unfolding personality.
The teacher is a friend.
His heart responds to the
faith and devotion of his
students.
The teacher is a citizen.
He is selected and licensed for the improvement
of society.
The teacher is an interpreter. Out of his maturer
and wider life, he seeks to
guide youth.
The teacher is a
builder. He works with
the higher and finer
values of civilization.

The teacher is a
culture-bearer. He leads
the way toward worthier
tastes, saner attitudes,
more gracious manners,
higher intelligence.
The teacher is a planner. He sees the young
lives before him as a part
of a great system which
shall grow stronger in the

light of truth.
faith in the improvability
The teacher is a of the race.
pioneer. He attempts the
The above was written
impossible and wins.
by Joy Elmer Morgan.
The teacher is a
• • •
reformer. He seeks to
Sex in School
remove handicaps that
A fourth grader came
weaken and destroy.
from school and asked,
The teacher is a "Mother, what is sex?"
beliver. He has abiding Mother launched into a

Author waits for censorship to end

BERLIN (AP) — In a
small house in the woods
outside East Berlin, a
noted German author and
former American citizen
writes busily for a public
that is forbidden to read
his latest books.
It has been 10 years
since anything new written by Stefan Heym has
seen a printing press inside Communist East
Germany. Still, he keeps
at it, saying the "stupidity" of government censors "cannot last
forever."
In the meantime, three
of his novels have been
best sellers in West Germany,and the 70-year-old
Heym enjoys the rare
status of living in the
East while publishing
criticism of the East German government and
society in the West.
His recent books are
banned in East Germany,
but the public reads his
works in volumes smuggled by visitors from
West Germany.
Heym, a committed
socialist, was lionized by
authorities when he moved to East Germany in
SCHOOL CLASS-Mrs. Naomi Stubblefield and her 1930 North Pleasant Grove school pose for photographer. 1952 after 17 years in the
United States, where he

had become a naturalized
American citizen. At the
time, he denounced
American society as
"war-like" and "fascist."
But Heym has since
earned the anger of East
German authorities
because of his outspoken
criticism of the communist regime. Officials
have denounced him, fined him, and finally tried
to silence him by ignoring
him.
"Today I am absolutely
a non-person, an unmentionable, an untouchable," he said in an
interview. "Of course
everybody finds that
ridiculous, and it doesn't
hurt me,I must say."
The gray-haired, stoopshouldered Heym, who
has written 22 books, was
born in 1913 in Chemnitz,
which was renamed Karl
Marx-Stadt after the formation of East Germany.
While he was a writerin-exile in New York,
Heym helped expose the
activities of Nazis in
America. His 1942 book
about the Nazi regime,
"Hostages," was an
American best seller and
made into a film.
Today he is a particular
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Open House
Beef e I

BEFORE PRICES INCREASE DUE TO THE DROUGHT!
ALL OF OUR BEEF IS GRAIN FED—CHOICE 8:
II PRIME—AND FULLY GUARANTEED. 90 DAYS 111
111 SAME AS CASH.
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Steak Special-53 Steaks For

$49.95

•25 100% PURE GROUND
II BEEF CHOPPED STEAK PATTIES

Sal

EXAMPLE

.

16 RIB EYE STEAKS
12 N.Y. STRIP STEAKS

NO BONUS CASH & CARRY

•Sirloin Tip steaks
•Standing Rib
• English Cut Roast
•Bar-B-0 Ribs
• Ground Beef & more

80

LBS
YOU RECEIVE
THIS AND THIS

160 lbs. loin .113, plate and flank, et 1.19 lb. equal
190.40 plus free 80 lb. bonus pacx. Sect.ons B-C3E, F, G on chart. Avg Wts. 160-450 lbs.

ASSOLUTELY NO CHARGE
SO lbs. bonus with
USDA choice special #1

No Payment Til Sept. 18 No Money Down

200

lb°

for 3 payments
•1-Bons stooks •Round steak
•Top Round stook
•Strip stooks
• Sirloin steaks •Sirloin 'Tip Roast
• Allot Mignon •Ground Beef
• porterhouse
0. more
Stooks
Example: 140 lbs. USDA choice
hindquarters at $1.15 lb. $161.00 plus 60
lbs. Bonus absolutely no charge. Weights
140 lbs. and up. Sections A-B-G-3E, F on
chart.

Plus
This 60 Lb.
Bonus
USDA Grade sA
•30 Lbs. Chicken
•10 Lbs. Chops
•10 Lbs. Liver
•5 Lbs Sausage
•5 I.bs Bacon
Bonus No 2
No Charge Wih
Scwciol No 7

ATTENTION:
1. All meat sold by hanging weight
subject to processing loss and weight
mendable at time of purchase.
2.15' lb. processing on oil orders
3. All meat cut by appointment
4. 3 months some as cosh
No Interest I no annual%
5. Choice and Prime meats guaranteed
6. Free items with purchase only
7. We reserve the right to
limit & monitor sales.
ea

BONUS PAC
,G;ACE el FRYERS
'Li AN PORK CHOPS
SLICED BACON
'All Meat
H01 DOG')

\P
-1

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
MOM

NIA =CI PEDAL

PLUS
THIS 25 LB.
BONUS
USDA GRADE A
• 12 lbs chicken
• ') lbs bar,"
• gr.
'
•

.

BONUS u3 No
charge with
Special #3

20

4PaYment
lbs 412
for 3 payments
•Club Steaks
•Swiss Steak
•Rib Steaks
•Rib Roast
•Chuck Roast
•Short Ribs
•Pot Roost
•Bar-B-0 Steaks •Ground Chuck
•Chuck Stook
more

Example: 125 lbs. USDA choice
forequarter at 99'lb. $123.75 plus 25 lbs.
bonus absolutely no charge. Weights 12.5
lbs.& up.Sections C-D-3E, F, G on chart.

USDA 06041:1
Prime
Woo Cots
$1.49-$.3.39
Paced Fee Volume
&wisp

20

NEW YORK
RIB
STRIP
EYES
STEAKS
«mina
wish purchase
2S easountare
fields
ouning on
goolninnont
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150

Small Illeadies Available!
[ FREE! FREE!

embarrassment to the
East German government although he does
not oppose its economic
system. He is critical of
intolerance on the part of
"the boys who run this
country.
"I often wonder what
Marx and Engels would
say if saw this setup," he
grumbled. "They would
probably be moved to
write another 20 volumes.
"Socialism does not
mean censorship.
Nobody, not Marx or
Engels or anybody, ever
said socialism means a
muzzle," he said.
After he moved to East
Germany, Heym moved
into the house where he
still lives today, in one of
the special housing colonies built for the fledgling country's "artists."
In 1953, he was quoted
as saying it was "impossible for an honest
man to be an author in
America," and he mailed
the Bronze Star he had
won fighting in the Battle
of the Bulge to President
Eisenhower.
But in 1956, he got into a
public argument about
the development of
cultural life in East Germany with former Communist party chief Walter
Ulbricht.
Then in 1959, the East
German government
refused to publish what
later became a best seller
in the West — "Five Days
in June," a novel based
on the workers' 1953
uprising in the Soviet sector of Berlin.
In 1979, Heym published another best-selling
novel, "Cohn," which
deals with an East German author's guilt about
his silence during Corn-

.3tj.
_

lbs FOR ONLY
USDA CHOICE

II

753-1710 Of 75317111
MORIIUOMMMUMMMMM

USDA CHOICE SPECIAL #1

•Sirloin steaks
• Porterhouse steaks
• T-Bone steaks
• Club steaks
•Rib steaks
• Filets
• Strip steaks
• Rib Eye steaks

rather clinical essay on
the facts of life. But the
young man became puzzled as she tried to explain.
Then he handed her his
indentification card that
he had to fill out."Mom,I
can't get all you've said
in the space here marked
'Sex'." (Copied from
Readers Digest.)

COMPARIE Watch your tool cut me
meow,while you weft Phst Payment 30 doh.
from dos ot purchase. Charge itf leo Soma
•-`0'1"" More inf°"110019.
ohm's! 3 owed porm&v_ sow so ask
753-1711
NO DOWN PAYMENT NEEDED?
On M
NO Sates T

munist Party purges.
The East German
government slapped
Heym with a $4,000 fine
for violating foreign currency regulations by
publishing in the West.
He was also denounced
as a traitor and an
American, even though
he gave up his U.S.
passport when he became
an East German citizen.
After all his troubles,
Heym says he does not
regret his return.
"The situation is hard,
but it is bearable," he
says. "I am not an opponent (of the East German
system)... lam critical.
"I stay here because it is
a fascinating place to be
for a writer. There are a
lot of contradictions."
Another reason he
stays in East Germany,
Heym says, is to provide
encouragement for other
cultural rebels.
"If I leave, that is one
less independent thinker
here," he said.
Heym said he has
changed his opinion of the
American people, saying
"it is no longer true" that
they are "war-like."
"There have been
developments in the
United States that made
me feel sorry at the time
that I wasn't there, such
as the struggle against
the Vietnam War," he
said.
Meanwhile, his latest
novel,"Ahasver," is to be
published in the United
States early next year
under the title "The
Wandering Jew." It's
about a fallen angel who
roams the world in an attempt to rectify the
mistakes of creation.
eym says it's
autobiographir•al.

HEALTH
Not menstruating yet
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My stamped, self-addressed
stepdaughter is 16 years old envelope for it to me, in care
and has never menstruated. of this newspaper, P.O. Box
When I mention this she 1551, Radio City Station,
seems very frightened of New York, NY 10019.
going to a doctor. She is DEAR DR. LAMB -about 5 feet 6 inches tall and have psoriasis on my back. I
weighs about 110 pounds. have it on my belly. I don't
Should we be concerned or have it on my arms or legs
just be patient awhile long- but a few months ago I got it
er?
on my scalp. It itches terriDEAR READER — Your bly. What I want to know is
stepdaughter may be per- about my face. Is there any
fectly normal. The usual age cream I can put on at night?
for the onset of menstrual I wouldn't want to have it on
periods is between 10 and 16 my face.
years. But some girls do not DEAR READER — Psorihave their first period until asis is a peculiar disease. It
they are 19 or even 20 years is associated with an overproduction of the surface
old.
Your description of her skin cells. Those that adhere
height and weight bothers to the skin as dead cells
me. She is a bit slim for her form the grayish scale on
height. We know that women the surface. If you scrape
who are very lean are prone these off you see reddened
to not menstruating. We see areas or a few bleeding
this in women athletes. We points underneath.
Although itching can
also see it in women or
young girls who have occur from the scales, the
anorexia nervosa and don't truth is psoriasis is not
eat. You might be able to dangerous. It can be associmake some judgment on this ated with arthritis and some
by your knowledge of her say it causes an arthritis
physical appearance. Does that resembles rheumatoid
she have a reasonable arthritis. But its main damamount of fat under her skin age is cosmetic and how the
as a normal girl of her age person responds to that.
Obviously no one wants to
would?
You need to help her over- have such lesions on his skin.
I hope you will see a dercome her fear of seeing a
doctor. Perhaps you can go matologist and let him help
with her if that would help you manage your problem.
Treating psoriasis is combuild her confidence.
plex and sometimes diffiI would like for her to see cult. It depends a lot on how
a physician because she is severe or extensive it is.
old enough to start having Some mild cases can be
periods and because of the managed by sunlight. Expotall, thin physical character- sure to sunlight seems to
istics you describe. If she clear the lesions. Others are
needs some hormone help it treated with ultraviolet light
would be good to find this therapy. This can be in conout early. Tests will be junction with coal tar or
required to know. But be other surface applications
prepared to hear that she that enhance the effects of
may just have to wait long- ultraviolet light.
er.
Corticosteroids are used
The onset of menstrua- but they are effective only
tion, regularity and charac- during use and the condition
teristics, is discussed in promptly returns when you
Female Reproduction Func- stop using them. there are
tion,. The Health Letter 17-2, other medications and prowhich I am sending you. Oth- cedures that also may be
ers who want this issue can used, depending upon the
send 75 cents with a long, case.
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ER
Prices effective Sept.7th thru Sept.13th
at your Kroger store at

on these great

Murray, Ky.
Limit right reserved. None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1983.The Kroger Co.

Cost Cutter Specials!
U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Holly Farms

S.

Whole
Ryers

......

Limit 3

Poun

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these items is required to be readily available for
sale in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this ed. If we do non out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable item, when available,
reflecting the same savings, or a Rain Check, which will
entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised prices, any time within 30 days.
Dolly me vsolor coupes per perdue
oteophod.

G
Mixed F er Parts... Aix A
—wow C
Holly Farms Fryer
wed
Quarter
$ 48 Breast
Pork Loin .. . lb. II

Quarters

Family Pak Tender

Pork Steaks

5128

Choke Beef

134 $159

Whole
Rib Eyes

lb

Mrs. Weaver's

Pimento Spread
Genuine Ground Round or

Chopped Steaks

lb.

5188

U.S.DA Choice Beef Family Pak

Cubed Steaks

78
lb. 52

Shank Half
Ham
lb.$1.08

Fresh Seafood
Pond Raised Whole

Fresh
Cciltfilsh
$1199
*lets. lb.$3A9
FreS11

Perch
Fillets
FfOlell COOMEd

Perch Fillets
Ff02•11 Dressad

Whiting Fish

lb.

1

USDAChoice

Baking
Hens

Leg-0
L

49c

Drumsticks

09

lb.

Holly Farms Family Pak

Fryer Thighs

lb.

99c

Kroger Meat or

$199

lb.

amb

12 oz.
pkg.

Beef Wieners
Kroger Whole or Half Stick

Braunschweiger

lb

69c

U.S.D.A. Choice Sliced

Genuine Lean,Any Size Pkg.

Lamb
Shoulder

Ground
Chuck

9W

.11713

lb.

Charley Pride $ oi68 rG oautter120
Wieners :
pa
Sausage lb
30 lb. Box Only
Meaty Turkey Wings or
Pork Neckbones
Drumsticks
lb 49c

•MMus BuNDLE•

89c

circle 'B' Brand(2 lb. Pkg.-$1.97)

Heftier 10 Lb Box Only

Smoked Sausage

Pork Sausage

lb. 994
18

Corn Dogs

pkg.

Jumb
nbo Franks

•

lb

2
upkot $329

al
ercl
in
ie
t P;Ittli
111
)
;$
iiiikis
""Manif 12

Sliced Bacon

Tyson Chicken

moire he.,BM or Polish

Breast Fillets
Swift's 4112 to 91h lbs Tram

Butterball

lb.

99c

•FREEZER BEEF•
U.S. GOVT.CRAMEO CHOICE MEV

Whole Beef Side

$I99

U.S. GOVT.GRAMS CHOICE OW
U.S. GOVT.GRADED CHOICE MEW

lb. $2
29

Hindquarter

12 01. $249

Turkey Breast

pkg.

LOWS Rich

Turkey Ham

Serve N Sam

lb

s148 Luncheon
Meat

toward the purchase of Wilson

German Wieners

Meat Bologna

MK I ois. MO ties coosit WM to ametallo
twos. toMfoiS.Ii 1E13. 023•401

U•141•16 MK mastSOW to walkalle
tarns DOH Soet. 13, 1913. 525114112

ma rim me ume en me me mi ase IND NM IMP UM MS

$124

(U1s WOAPPSO TO TOW SPKtric ADM
COM orris TOIN INGO 11111XOTTTO TOO OfTioS

Louis Ridi Sliced

It 89c

WORTH 304 OFF
•

AMIN PIM Pckis

$I49

$129

12
4 $179

John MOHO Cheese or

Beef Franks

lb

'myCOUPON•
syCOUPON
" .....

WORTH 50c OFF

2095

Forequarter

Smoked Sausage

Cost Cotter Slab Family Pak

Sliced
Bacon

lb.

Bryan(2 Lb. Pkg...$3.97)

79

• 3 MS. CHUCK STIAK
17 POUNDS Of NUT
• 3 EIS POitif MAK
ALI Foe MY
*4 IBS FMK QUANTUM 0
,
•4 INS. SMOIRD SAUSAGE
(Circle 'I or Frontier)
• 3 EIS. GitOUND MU

lb. 29C

Wilson

Mug Cotton

5bIA 5349

at am me en me me me me ma me ammo me am me me

lb.

Holly Farm,Fealty ikak

New!(2 Lb. pkg....$3.55)

toward the purchase of John Morrell

k

FfOilli Stewing Of

lb.

$139

(COUPON
I

Pork
Roast

U.S. Govt.Graded Choice Beef
Center Cut

Rilly Cooked Water Added

MittPetition

Wilson Fresh Picnic

.$398
lb.

78c
78°

lb.

m 5169

imyCOUPON*

i

WORTH $1.00 OFF

I

WORTH $1.00 OFF

I

afrf VIM Pkg.Of John Morrell vac Pak

the purchase of a 93% flat Free

j

Boneless Pork

I

•Malt1 Ms.MO ON maw WPM Ii Hellume
lallm awls Sept. Is, 1113. 52354115
ow me_ me me MN IN NM ME=MI MI NM

j

Wilson Ham
olm. aft Ms wow Mitt to ago/luelo
tillietsases. hadras Sept. IS, HIS 112•14114.
me NM Me me aan ow ow soi um

ma an as
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AT KROGER

Cutters

Kroger 1/2%

U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Kroger

Sprite, Tab,
Diet Coke or

Cost Cutter

Low-Fat
Milk

Medium
Eggs

Coca
Cola

Apple
Juice

$0195

S14
15
69
C

Super Moist

Betty Crocker
Cake Mixes
18.5 oz.
box

79c

Grapefruit
Juice

460 83°

Plus
dep.
9
3
1
(!. S

Ready To Spread

In Oil or Water

Bettytrocker

Star-Kist
Tuna

Frostings
5129

16.5 oz.
container

Betty Cracker
Texsun

40 oz.
box

$ 79

20 oz
can

79C

341/2 oz.
bottle

$349

22 oz.
bottle

5129

Bisquick

61/2 oz.
can

Pineapple
Laundry Detergent

Fresh Start

Ajax Cleanser . .2

Tea
Bags

1402.
cans

box

29 oz.
Can

Eit5c

Sandwich Bread

Cost Cutter
Shortening
$1145
42 oz.

88c

Glad
wet.
box

Lawn Bags
Trash Bags

10 ct.
box

AN Flavors

100z.

Hamburger Helper. 14
lime Pride

Lunch Bags
Cat Food

2

50 ct
boxes

Glad

Sandwich Bags

59C

Peach Halves

29 oz
can

69c
69c

In Juice Cost Cutter

Pineapple

"c0a1n

Plain or Self-Rising

Coffee

1 lb.
bag

$179

1001.
lar

$339

Cost Cutter
Flour

Cost Cutter

69c

Instant Coffee

99c
$100

Instant Tea

5 lb.
bag

Cost Cutter

$165

jar

7W

Cost Cutter Cut

79c
mbtoti $109

26 oz.
box

211C

1602.
cap

161

29c
35c

Whole Kernel Corn "gi

37c

Cost Cutter )Green Beans
Cost Cotter
Salt
Mixed Vegetables

rt:s

9-Lives

24 oz
loaf

Cost Cutter

Cost Cutter

Betty Crocker

Hunt's
Peaches

Cost Utter

can

Sego Liquid
Halves or Slices

5 lb
bag

Great for Baking

Glad

24,.$11 79

Flou,
w
8

Gold Medal

Saire 10%

DtsillvaskIng liquid

Palmolive

Plain or Self-Rising

7,

Ii Juice, Kroger

Fast Meade Formula
Luzianne

64 oz. bottle

16 oz. bottles

dozen

plastic gallon

Cost Cotter

Special Cost Cutter Savings Throughoutthe Entire Store!
Westinghouse 60,
75,100 Watt

7 oz. Lotion or
40L Tube

Advanced
CrestFrmula

9gc

L'Eggs Sheer
Elegance

Soft White
Light Bulb

Head &
Shoulders
cyhocsuwchirce 11 39

TOOOPaSte

Color Collection

4.6 oz.
tube

pal $2

Appetite Suppressant

Extra Strength
Dexatrim

Disposable Razors

317

$

Tablets
wee.$215

Door
Mat

Bare

ac'ance

otAr

S.
DURACELL

Duracell
Battery
your$157

wo57
each$T

choice

um

•

Sodv Shampoo

Maximum Strength

N
ANAC1

AStroturf

Good
News
ect.S 1177
pkw

zocv.PRO.

Alkaline 2 Ct.'C' or '17'
Cell or Single 9 Volt

7

10W40 Deluxe

Bare
Elegance
$1199

Quaker State
Motor Oil

N-S>

A.O'do

i
c isnto
t;
Paper
$159

eir
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Save you more!
Kraft Quartered

Bush's Best Cut

Georgian

Kroger Multigrain

Parkay
Margarine

Green
Beans

1 lb. pkg.

151/2 oz.cans

Bathroom
Tissue

Sandwich
Bread

8 roll pkg.

24 oz.loaf

?119'

17
9

9
10
for

Peter Pan Smooth or Crunchy

Pride of Illinois Whole Kernel

Hunt's

Peanut
Butter

Golden
Corn

Tomato
Ketchup

2

$159

18
1ao
rz

95c

17 oz.
cans

WITH COST
CUTTER BRANDS

TO 40%

32 oz.
btl.

99c

Whole Tomatoes 16coazn

ea

Cost Cutter

Tomato Paste

Bags

60z.3
can
3

Cost Cutter
11 oz
pkg

Toaster Treats

q94

100 ct.
box

Clorox II

40 oz
box

$179

$119

Cost Cutter

Black
Pepper

Salad Mustard

n $119

Salad Dressing

3201.
lar 63C

Prune Juice

32 oz
jar

$149

32 oz.
btl

$129

95

Cost Cutter
32 oz
jar

Grape Jelly

ti

$105

Lemon Juice

32 oz.
btl.

$149

16 oz.
pkg.

5119

1601.
bti

$149

10 oz.
btl

5169

Cheese Food

Cost Cutter Quartered

Margarine

1 lb.
pkg

39c

32 oz
jar

$115

Cost Cutter

Sweet Pickles

Cost Cutter

$125

Tomato
Juice
46 oz.
can

79c

MILK PRODUCTS

Instant Potatoes
Clorox Pre-Wash

Orange
Juice

. 0 r
Minute
Maid

99

plastic $1
gallon

JUCE

Sour Cream

16 oz.
tub

884

plastic
gallon

$195

18 ct.
pkg.

5129

Showboat

48 oz.
btl.

$259

Pork IN
Beans

10 lb.
bag

$319

S.O.S.

Skim Milk

1/2

$199

Mild Cheddar

Litter Green

1502.
cans

Dog Food
4 lb.
bag

Kibbles & Bits

$267

12 oz
pkg
10 oz.
pkg.

89c

Pimento Cheese

14 01

tub

95c

FROZEN FOODS
Cristo 'N Tasty

JenossR
Pizza
$109

2c ,z $119
loaves
ii Or. OW TKOS Or
12% at Sof Own Okiliblas

Assorted Kroger

Kroger Spread

Sundae Style

Kroger Yogurt est

Cat Utter

39

Chill Of Sliced Kroger

cti

Corn Oil

640z. $1
ctn.

Cheese Food

100.41 Natural Flavor

Ice Cream

Mazola

Kroger
Bread

Single Wrapped Sliced Kraft

10011Of

$129

5169

Orange
Juice

1 lb.
pkg

Blue Plate
Mayonnaise

22 oz.
btl.

Windex

White or Buttermilk

Margarine

Real

32 oz.
jar

Witk Trigger Sprayer

Minute Maid Chilled

Kroger Con 011

79t

Zesty

BAKERY DEPT.

"Fresh From Florida
Kroger Chilled

Big
Drinks

Borden s Country Store

Soap Pads
Slagle Wrapped Cost Cutter Slices
120z.
pkg.

$129
Assorted

2 liter
btl.

Realemon

A-1 Steak Sauce

Cost Cotter
32 1;r

18 oz.
jar

Viasic Hamburger

For The Laundry
Cost Cutter

Strawberry
Preserves

Suisweet

Cost Cutter

49

Kroger Fresh Pack

Safe For All Colors

Dill Chips

Cost Cutter

69'

Snack Cakes

41124. $100

El Charrito

Sandwick or Hot Dog

Kroger Regular Of Crinkle Cut

Kroger Buns 24: 994

French Fries

[entry Oren

Kroger-

Cinnamon Rolls "A: 894

Apple Juice

Kroger Mall or Sourdoigh English

Assorted Kroger Frozen

Muffins

21;41

$109

Vegetables

your
dioxin

$149

2 lb.
bag

99c

12 oz.

79c
5100

Cal

22i

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
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Discover...

•

rcger

the

Kroger Garden.
C
White Grapes
Cantaloupes
Red Peaches
California Seedless Red or

lb El13

Jumbo 12 Size California

each

9Eastern

49c

lb

CailfOrnia Green

Bartlett
Pears
lb 59c
California Jumbo 5Size
Honeydew Melons...each $114
White or Yellow "In The Husk"
Sweet Corn (AA:agiacc..ear 119

• Floral Shoppe •
For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh cut flowers and accessories at
Assorted
affordable prices.

Foliage
,Plants
Inch pot

4

,,2:1110
*-

-4>

Ar?":'
.
:

4

4.. •

Mild Medium

d;•

4itieb•

99

•

Yellow Onions
U.S. No.1 All Purpose
Russet Potatoes

1

.4
r:
1 11(
"ft.fte'aer.

Colorful Flowering

Primula
Plants
Inch pot

'
411Wi.• -

"New Crop Gold or

Red
Apples

139

51b.
bag

$299

151b.
bag

"New Crop"

Crisp Cucumbers or

California

Sweet
Potatoes

Bell
Peppers

Fresh
Broccoli

$
5
9
9

lb. 39c $1°° 79c
The bestofthe FRESH..
.
JUST FOR YOU!

3lb

•

$149

Save 70,Per Lb.On
97% Fat-Free Lean & Tender

Hot Tr.Adcy

Boiled
Ham

_

fi •

Pork
BEM Ribs

;A;
iFre
Tcro4ae

i
e

Sav

Cookies

$2

$369
44k

lb.
vlie
Half Slab
cs
(LESSER GUANTET1ES...1b.$3.11111)

1
11111k°
4.

Fr

01110115r03041.1
San O a leStan Made

$2.9

San 50, Per lb. oe MIN Co-Jack

Fruit Filled $ 29 Cheddar
Coffee Cake saa •
Cheese

Pried Chicken
Snack Pak

$339

Weider
2Pieces

Save Sr Per lb. on Old Fashioned

Save Kr es

Fresh Baked $
Apple Ple....aci II

3104
a

m

Grade"A" Wishbone Golden

g

ge

$39

Virginia
Baked Ham.m.

Save 30'on'i-StOre Fresh
Si$912:911°4

229

Save 30c Per Doz.on
Fresb In-Store Baked

BakedSnwich

5:1114°.
iitiorporit

tottimonvoilt

Wittetard

Anpaistoricao

ova2ot 11111116d
•
artts.

Hot Dog
Buns

!99C

,

,.

Donuts
$110
9
doz.

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
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